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Foreword

Even as separate institutes, the EIR (Eidg. Institut fiir
Reaktorforschung) and die SIN (Schweiz. Institut fur Nuk-
learforschung) made use of ionizing radiation and radioac-
tivity in medical diagnosis and therapy. After their fusion
into a national laboratory, the Paul Scherrer Institute (PSI),
these projects were combined with those of the Radia-
tion Protection Group and the Life Sciences Department
was formed. In equality with the departments of Nuclear
and Particle Physics, Condensed Matter and Materials Sci-
ences, and Energy Research and Engineering Sciences, the
department of Life Sciences is one of the major pillars of
the new center.

The guidelines for work in the Life Sciences Department
are as follows:

1. To be involved, along with the International Research
Community, in the fields of biology, ecology and
health matters, especially in concern with the methods
and uses of radioactivity and elementary particles.

2. To expand into related areas (e.g. magnetic resonance
and hyperthermia) on the basis of accumulated know-
how.

3. To cooperate closely with Universities, Federal De-
partments and Industrial Research Laboratories.

4. To pursue activities of national interest which are
unique to Switzerland.

biochemistry, biology, pharmacology, mathematics and in-
formation science and are supported by approximately 100
technicians. The department works together with practi-
cally all of the Swiss Universities and the Federal Insti-
tutes of Technology (ETHs) as well as with many foreign
research establishments. An International Research Com-
mittee, with specialists from all of the above-mentioned
fields and under the leadership of Professor W. A. Fuchs,
University of Zurich, advises the director of the PSI and
the department leadership on the guidelines for the re-
search.

The present report describes, in the first section, the out-
standing scientific results of the past year and, in the se-
cond section, gives a progress report on the on-going pro-
grams. It is the first report in this style, but it can be con-
sidered as a continuation of the earlier Medical Newsletter
of SIN.

We thank everyone in the research groups of our depart-
ment who have contributed to this report through their
work. We hope that this report spurs the interest of the
reader and that it leads some of you to come into contact
with us to seek out cooperative research.

Dr. E. Loepfe

Head of Life Sciences Department

The activities are divided into three areas: Radiation
Medicine, Radiopharmacy. and Radiation Protection. The
goal of the first two is to develop social and economic
uses of radioactivity and elementary particles. More pre-
cisely, the Division of Radiation Medicine proposes to
achieve this through the development of original, dynamic
and conformal tumor therapy with charged particles and
the Division of Radiophacmacy through the investigation
into, and the production of, highly specific diagnostic sys-
tems for SPECT, PET and MRI and, more recently, the
investigation of the use of radionuclides in therapy. The
third division. Radiation Protection, evaluates the risks of
ionizing radiation in biology and the ecosphere and pro-
poses adequate protection measures.

Modem Life Sciences are strongly interdisiplinary and arc
the result of the joining of the classical Natural Science
disciplines. This is one of the strengths of our depart-
ment. Approximately 30 researchers are united together to
represent the specialities of physics, chemistry, medicine,
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I. Highlights 1988

1. Radiation Medicine

Dynamic pion irradiation of unresectable soft tissue
sarcomas

R. H. Greiner1, H. J. Blattmann1, A. Coray1,
J. F. Crawford1, R. H. Kann1, G. Munkel1, E. Pe-
droni l , together with P. Thum2, C. F. von Essen 3,
A. Zimmermann4.

1 Paul Scherrer Institute, Department of Radiation
Medicine, 5232 ViUigen PSI, Switzerland

2 Ospedale San Giovanni, Department of Radio-
Oncology, CH-6S00 Bellinzona, Switzerland

3 Southwood Community Hospital, Norfolk, MA
02056 USA

4 Institute of pathology, University of Bern, CH-3010
Bern, Switzerland

Presented at the 30th ASTRO-Meeting New Orleans,
Louisiana October 9-14, 1988.

Introduction

Negative Pi-mesons (Pions) have been routinely employed
for the treatment of malignant tumours since August 1981
at the Swiss Institute for Nuclear Research (SIN, now Paul
Scherrer Institute, PSI). From the beginning of the ther-
apy program a dynamic, 3-dimensional spot scan treatment
technique has been used for abdominal and pelvic tumours,
for tumours of the extremities, for brain tumours and for
head and neck tumours (1, 2, 12, 13, 21, 26). Up to the
end of 1987 a total of 331 patients were treated with pi-
ons (7). In this communication we present the treatment
results of patients irradiated for unresectable soft tissue
sarcomas.

Methods and materials

Pi-Mesons are secondary particles produced in a nuclear
reaction. At PSI, (hey are produced by bombarding a
beryllium target with 590 MeV protons. To yield a suf-
ficient dose rate for clinical radiotherapy a large product
of primary particle fluence and collection phase space is

needed. At PSI the decision was taken in favour of increas-
ing the solid acceptance angle for pion collection by adopt-
ing the concept of a large acceptance superconducting pion
channel (25) developed at Stanford Universilty (3,8). Two
rings of 60 superconducting magnets focus 60 pion beams
of identical range in a vertical plane onto the patient The
60 beams stop on the axis of the treatment chamber and
produce a dose deposition spot Unlike the single channel
solution of the pion facilities at LAMPF, Los Alamos, New
Mexico and TRIUMF, Vancouver, Canada, this geometry
was considered more advantageous in terms of dose distri-
bution. The spot scan technique invented at PSI (1,2,12,
13.) achieves 3-dimensionally shaped treatment volumes
(90 %-isodose) by movement of the reproducibly posi-
tioned patient in 3-dimensions relative to the central spot.
The technique differs from that used in Los Alamos shortly
before the Los Alamos pion therapy project was termi-
nated (16). In order to exploit fully the new application
technique a special computer-optimized therapy planning
program has been designed for the spot scan technique
(12, 13). It is based on the most important requirements
for radiotherapy, i.e. homogeneous biological dose distri-
bution and conformation of the high dose volume to the
target volume.
The treatment technique, the positioning of the patients,
the planning of the treatment, the techniques of verifica-
tion, and dosimetry have been described elsewhere (2, 5,
18, 24, 26, 27).
The high dose pion irradiation is performed with 20 frac-
tions, four fractions weekly. Since 1985 the fraction size
has been 150 - 165 cGy (90 %-isodose, minimum target
dose) and the total dose 30 - 33 Gy (6). The aim is to
keep the treatment period as short as possible. Therefore
every opportunity is taken to apply a fifth weekly fraction.
If a fraction is missed for any reason, two fractions are
applied during a subsequent day, with an interval of at
least 6 hours.
The irradiation time depends on tumour volume, the appli-
cation technique (21), and on tumour site due to the half
moon technique needed for tumours on the periphery of
the accessible region (24). In the X-Y plane the tumour
diameter must not exceed 13 cm to allow a homogeneous
dose distribution.
Between April 1983 and October 1987 a total of 35 pa-
tients, 16 female and 19 male, were prospectively treated
for unresectable soft tissue sarcomas in a phase I/II-study.
The tumour locations are shown in Table 1; their maximal
diameter before the beginning of the treatment, grade and
stage are listed in Table 2.
9 patients were younger than 26 years. The youngest pa-
tient was 8: she suffered from an extraosseous presacral
Ewing sarcoma. The next youngest patient was 17: he
was treated for a huge destructive pelvic hemangioperi-
cytoma. The oldest patient was 71; he was treated for a
malignant fibrous histiocyloma in the groin for which a
target volume of 3500 can was needed. Table 3 shows
the different sarcoma types relative to the age of the pa-
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Table 1: Site of sarcomas
(90 % isodosc, min. target dose)

Site

Head

Mediastinum

rciropcrilencal.
abdominal

pelvic

groin

lower extremity

High dose")

-

6

13

2

6

27

a ) 3 0 -
b ) 7 -

Low doseb>

2

1

4

1

-

-

8

36 Gy
27 Gy

All

2

1

10

14

2

6

35

Table 2: Diameter, grade

Parameter

Diameter 5

grade

Stage

- 10 cm
> 10 cm
> 15 cm

1
2
3

IB
IIB
II1B
IVA
IVB

and stage

High dose

5
11
11

5
11
11

3
-
4
14
6

Low dose

1
-
7

-
3
5

-
-
-
4
4

All

6
11
18

5
14
16

3
-
4
18
10

Table 3: Histology, type of treatment and progression

Histology

extraosseous Ewing
vascular sarcoma
synovia) sarcoma
rhabdomyo, embryonal
• alveolar
- pleomorphic
rhabdoid sarcoma
alveolar soft pan sa.
unclassifiable
malignant schwannoma
lipo-sa. well diff
- myxoid
- round cell
- pleomorphic
leiomyosarcoma
fibrosarcoma
mat. fibrous hisliocyi.
epilheloid sarcoma

Age (years)
< 25 > 25

1
I 1°
"
1
1
-
.
1
1 1
2 3

1
2
1
2
1
1
1

9 14

>50

-
-
-
-
1
I"
-

1
-
2

-
3
.
3
1

12

Chemo-
therapy

1
1
1
-
-
-
-

2
-

-

-

-
-

5*

Metastases
at anc1 follow.
Radiotherapy

-
-
1
-
-
-
1
1
5
.

-

-

1
-

10

-
-
1
1
-
-
1

\*
6

-
1

j

1
\d

2
-

15

Pion
high

1
2
1
1
-
lk

1
1
2
3
1
4
.
1
3
1
3
1

27

Dose
low

-
-
-
1
-
-
-
-
3

-
1
1
1
.
1
-

8

Local Pro-
gression after

high dose

-
-
-
-
-

-

-

1° (+2e)
.

1

-

4/27

a) macroscopic, complete resection b) pions following e~ (19 Gy)
c) marginal relapse ( < 70 % isodose) d) lung metastasis resection
e) intra-abdominal new manifestation
g) complete remission after pion RT

0 Lnn highly para-aortic, primary sept, recto-vaginal
h) only those patients with response to chemotherapy and high
pion dose
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tients. Five out of the 27 patients who received a high
dose pion irradiation (> 30 Gy total dose) had previously
been treated by chemotherapy resulting in a measurable
tumour volume reduction. 10 of the 35 patients had re-
mote metastases at the beginning of the radiation therapy.
7 of the 10 were treated with high pion doses.
8 of the 35 patients were treated with low pion dose, 7 -
27 Gy (Table 1 and 3). We discuss them briefly here. 7
of these patients died between 1 week and 6 months after
beginning of radiotherapy. 2 patients developed a me-
diastinal progression of the disease; here a curative pion
irradiation cannot be employed because of unsolved dose
distribution problems. 4 patients died with metastases al-
though the growth of the primary tumour had been stopped
by low dose pion treatment. Treatment in two patients was
stopped because of progression of the metastases. One pa-
tient, uremic because of a pelvic leiomyosarcoma, died 7
days after the first of four fractions.
1 of the 8 patients is still alive 18 months after pion treat-
ment with 27 Gy and a 7 months period of additional
chemotherapy. The tumour is locally controlled; hemato-
geneous metastases do not exist.
27 patients received high dose pion irradiation (30 - 36
Gy). Three patients were referred after complete macro-
scopic resection but incomplete compartmental resection;
the tumour location were inconvenient for postoperative
photon irradiation. In 9 patients incisional biopsies or
partial resection, and in IS patients only biopsies for his-
tology, had been performed. Two patients developed a
progression of the tumour during previous e~ or pho-
ton irradiation. 8 patients had been treated with different
chemotherapy schemas (Table 3); 5 of these showed mea-
surable tumour reduction; in 3 patients the tumour growth
could not be influenced. For no patient was any therapeutic
cooperation planned before the first surgical intervention.
The target volume was defined using the same princi-
ples as for photon treatment in those patients who where
treated with extremity diseases: distance from the tumour
margines, grade and surgical technique. But no principal
line concerning the target volume could be followed in
the irradiation of retroperitoneal and pelvic tumours. Ev-
ery situation needs an individual solution depending on
tumour shape, site surrounding healthy tissue and the ma-
nipulation of the surgeon.

Table 4: Local tumor progression after high dose pion irradiation

Results

The median follow-up for the 27 patients treated with high
dose pion irradiation was 17 months. The range was 5 to
66 months.

Survival

The 5-year actuarial survival for the entire group of 27
patients was 52%; for the group of 20 patients without
metastases at the beginning of pion irradiation it was 58%
(Figure 1). Of the 6 patients who died, one had a heart
attack 38 months after pion treatment, 4 died from metas-
tases, and one died from a marginal regrowth of a pelvic
leiomyosarcoma (Table 4). This tumour had already re-
lapsed twice locally and had been treated with partial rc-

SOFT TISSUE SARCOMA - PION TREATMENT

OVERALL SURVIVAL

1.0-

0.9

0.8-

0.7-

0.6-

0.5

O.A

Mi
1

A M1

Q M0

— ALL

1 2 3 t
TIME (YEARS)

Fig. 1. Overall survival after pion treatment. 7 of 27 pa-
tients had remote metastases at the beginning of radiother-
apy-

Patient

84-019
83-042
87-048
86-058

Type of local
progression

in field
marginal
marginal
marginal;
scar, rcg. Lnn

Site

rcuopancr.
pararcclal
rcirogastric
spermatic duct
inguinal

Grade

2
2
1
3

Stage

IVA
IVB

IB
IIIB

Diameter
(cm)

< 10
> 15
< 10
< 10

Target volume
Dose(Gy)

33
36
32
33

Vol.1

600
1100
680
840

Vol.2

-
310
313

Onset of
progress

38
8
3
17

Treatment
status

no; alive
CT; dead
OP; CT; alive
OP;CT; alive

CT = chemotherapy; OP = operation
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section before the irradiation. Its large pelvic and para-
aortic lymphnode metastases were completely controlled
by radiotherapy.
The median survival time of the 6 dead patients was 12
months, the range S - 38 months.

Local tumour control

The local tumour control experience of the 27 patients is
shown in Figure 2 at S years; the actuarial tumour control
for the patients with unresecied sarcoma (PR/NC/P before
pions) was 68,5 %, for the entire group of 27 patients 64
%.
A local tumour progression developed in 4 patients
(Table 4); 3 of them are alive at 14,24 and 53 months re-
spectively. In two patients with abdominal retroperitoneal
myxoid liposarcoma, the tumour relapsed a long distance
away from the former treatment volume (Table 3). No
progression occurred in the 8 patients with sarcoma of the
lower extremity and the groin.
In this presentation we use only the terms "local tumour
control" and "local tumour progression". In accordance
with other authors (9, 14, 15) we distinguish between
radioresponsive and radiosensitive. The latter cannot be
demonstrated by imaging devices, nor by histological ex-
aminations shortly after irradiation, but only by progres-
sion. Dependent on the time after irradiation we use the

SOFT TISSUE SARCOMA - PION TREATMENT

LOCAL TUMOR CONTROL

VOLUMEN %
100

1.0

0.9

0.8

0.7

0.&

O.S

0.4

A PR/NC/P

• CR
O ALL

BEF. PIONS

0 1 2 3 4 S 6

TIME (YEARS)

Pig. 2. Local tumor control after pion treatment. 24 pa-
tients were treated following partial remission (PR), no
change (NC) or progression (P) under previous treatment
by surgery, chemotherapy or radiotherapy. 3 patients were
referred after excisional biopsies.

TIME (MONTHS)

Fig. 3. Definition of radioresponse after pion treatment of
unresec table soft tissue sarcoma: a) tumor control b) stable
disease c) complete remission d) tumor progression. The
different curves refer to the first sarcoma patients treated
in the prospective phase Iill-study 1983 -1985.

terms "tumour control" and "stable disease". The term
"complete remission" should be used in sarcoma treatment
only for what it really means (Figure 3).

Acute reaction

According to the RTOG acute irradation morbidity scor-
ing criteria, only 1 of 19 patients with abdominal treat-
ment volumes developed symptoms of grade 3, a throm-
bocytopenia following a pre-irradiation chemotherapy. 7
patients suffered from symptoms defined under grade 1,
and 9 patients had grade 2 symptoms. The skin reaction
of the 8 extremity/groin patients was: 3 with grade 1, 2
with grade 2 and 3 with grade 3.

Late reaction

Tables 5 and 6 show the number of patients with late re-
actions as a function of total dose. The only severe late
complication of the small bowel was observed after a total
dose of 36 Gy. The only grade 4 reaction occurred as addi-
tional effect of a chemotherapy course with Actinomycin-
D following pion radiotherapy (Table 5). The only grade
4 reaction in the extremity group (Table 6) was the con-
sequence of an unnecessary biopsy. Thus while 5 out of
the 27 patients developed severe late reactions, only two
of them really suffered from complications: a chronic dif-
fuse small bowel obstruction (36 Gy) and a disturbed liver
function (33 Gy).

Metastases at and following pion treatment

7 patients received high dose pion irradiation in spite of
remote metastases. One patient with lung metastases at
the beginning of RT underwent a resection of a solitary
metastasis, as did one of 4 further patients who developed
lung metastases following pion treatment. In one patient
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pelvic and para-aortic lymph node meiastases have been
controlled by radiotherapy. 4 patients died with metas-
tases, one patient died by progression of the primary, and
3 patients are alive (Figure \).

Table 5: Late reaction of rctroperitoneal/pelvic soft
tissue sarcoma

Dose (Gy) No of Grade (RTOG) of ALL
patients late reactions III + IV

II III IV

30
31
32
33
34
35
36

6
.
2
8
1
1
1

19

1"

-

1'

-

2

-
lc

1"

2

r
.

-

l

2/16

1/3

3/19

a) impaired erection

b) leg edema

c) disturbed liver function; ascites; alive S3 months
(with relapse)

d) diffuse small bowel obstruction

e) superficial skin necrosis caused by Aclinomycin-D
following RT

Table 6: Late reaction of extremity/groin soft tissue sar-
coma

Dose (Gy) No of Grade of late reactions ALL
patients II III IV III+IV

0/2

0/1
1/4
1/1

30
31
32
33
34

2
•

1
4
1'

1 1 2/8

* e~ irradiation (anterior field only) followed by pions
a) leg edema b) leg edema c) skin necrosis after biopsy

Discussion

The results of soft tissue sarcoma treatment by means of
dynamic pion irradiation demonstrate the usefulness of
this technique in terms of local control of unresectable
tumours.
No patients of 8 with extremity groin soft tissue sarcoma,
but 4 out of 19 patients with retroperitoneal/pelvic soft tis-
sue sarcoma, all treated with a total dose of 30 - 36 Gy (90
%-isodose) showed local progression after pion treatment.
Before the irradiation 3 of these 4 patients with local tu-
mour progression received an operation aimed at complete
macroscopic resection, which failed in two cases.
In each patient the local tumour progression after pion
treatment clearly occurred outside the treatment volume
as a marginal progression. In retroperitoneal/pelvic sarco-
mas, the target volume is enlarged by the manipulation of
the surgeon, sometimes to the point that it can no longer
be safely irradiated during the subsequent radiotherapy.
To illustrate the difficulties of the postoperative radiother-
apy of soft tissue sarcoma, we discuss the patient with a
pelvic tumour who was referred after a presumably com-
plete, macroscopic excisional biopsy (Table 4). The tu-
mour, a rhabdoid sarcoma, was fixed to the rectum and
grew destroying the ischium. The scar on the inner side
of the thigh was not covered by the radiation treatment vol-
ume because of the distance from the primary tumour. 18
months after radiotherapy a tumour relapse was observed
in the scar, in the inguinal lymphnodes and later also near
the spermatic cord away from the radiation treatment vol-
ume proper, but inside the surgical treatment volume.

Prior to the surgical intervention, no patient was discussed
between surgeon and radiotherapist One of the reasons for
this may be the opinion of many surgeons that radiother-
apy has not much to offer in soft tissue sarcoma located
in the retroperitoneal and pelvic regions; this despite the
significant tumour control rate of unresectable sarcomas
that can be obtained even by photon irradiation given a
high dose and a meticulous technique (9, 17, 22, 23).
The arguments for a preoperative (prereseciional) radio-
therapy (11,19, 20) of localized but probably unresectable
sarcomas would apply even more strongly to our pion ir-
radiation program for retroperitoneal pelvic tumours. Dis-
cussions would take place before any treatment, and the
treatment volume would not be enlarged by surgery. Re-
section after radiotherapy should only be performed when
planned prior to the irradiation, or following another rea-
sonable indication.
Only one of 19 patients treated with a curative pion dose
for an unresectable retroperitoneal/pelvic soft tissue sar-
coma suffered from severe late reactions of the small
bowel (Table 5); the need for surgical intervention in this
case arose from previous surgical manipulations. The total
dose of 36 Gy (90 %-isodose) she received was used only
in 1982 and 1983; it has proved to cause a high rate of
severe late reactions (6,7,10), especially when applied to
a treatment volume of > 500 ccm. The complication rate
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Fig. 4. Severe late reactions of smalt bowel, rectum, sigma
and perivesical tissue following irradiatin of bladder can-
cer treated in 1982 -1985. Only patients with a follow up
lime longer than 6 months are included. The probability
of severe late reactions depends on dose (90 %-isodose) as
well as on target volume.

Table 7: Late reaction, probability by size of target volume
(90 %-isodosc; 30 - 36 C,y)

Volume (ccm) No of Grade of late reactions ALL
patients II III IV III+1V

< 500
< 1000
< 2000
< 3500

9
8
7
3

27

1
-
1
1

3

1
2
-

3

1

1

2

0/9
2/8
2/7
1/3

5/27

in perivesical tissues and organs as a function of dose and
treatment volume of patients prospectively treated for in-
vasive bladder cancer in a phase I/11-study in 1982 - 1985
is shown in Figure 4.
A high bladder complication rate was observed when the
bladder was completely included in the treatment volume
and the total dose was > 34 Gy (5, 6, 7, 18).
As shown in Table 7 Ihere is a probable but not yet signi-
ficant difference (p = 0.07) of the complication probability
depending on the size of the target volume. But indepen-
dent of target volume size, only one patient treated with
the currently used total dose of < 33 Gy (90 %-isodose)
demonstrates some signs of tissue reactions (Table5).
We assume the reasons for this low complication rate in
spite of the application of a curative total dose are first,
the carefully placed target volume, and secondly the dose
distribution of the spot scanning technique, for which the
special therapy planning program of PS I was designed.

The volume of the highest dose deposition can be shaped
3-dimensionally to fit the defined target volume; the treat-
ment volume of the 90 %-isodose corresponds to the target
volume.
Although the fall-off of the dose distribution is not steep
(Figures 5 - 9), because of the size of the central 60 pion
beams dose deposition spot, it seems steep enough to pre-
vent late small bowel complications. We assume that the
conformation technique results in an inhomogeneous dose
distribution over the circumference of the small bowel
loops, so that regeneration and continued function of the
less irradiated parts of the bowel wall will likely be pre-
served. Our explanation of small bowel tolerance is fully
consistent with the hypotheses of functional subunits, ar-
ranged in parallel or in series, and their regeneration form
a surviving clonogenic cell (28).
Dynamic spot scan pion irradiation proves to be a success-
ful treatment technique for unresectable sarcomas, with a
high rate of tumour control and a very low rate of late
severe reactions.
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Fig. 5. Dose distribution for a recurrent malignant Schwan-
noma of the head. The tumor had extensively destroyed the
skull and now covered the occipito-parietal regions beyond
the ears like a cap. This type of lateral invasion leads to the
unusual dose distribution. But there is adequate coverage
of the target volume (vertical dashes marked by an arrow,
close to innermost isodose line) by the treatment volume.
Each isodose (white lines) represents a fall-off step of 10
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Figs. 6, 7. Wttge malignant destructive Schwannoma extending between heart and pelvis, growing into the me-
diastinum. Patients incapacitated by pain, which was relieved during treatment with 20 Gy. Patient died from
mediastinal tumor progression. The 90 %-isodose fits the target volume (Line/dashes, marked by an arrow, close
to innermost isodose line) well. The patient is positioned in the lower part of the treatment cylinder; the back is
covered by a plaster cast for the planning CT scan.

Fig. 8. Typical sagittal slice of a pelvic recurrent malignant
fibrous histiocytoma. The treatment volume follows the tar-
get volume. The small bowel loops lie outside the volume
of highest dose deposition. The patient, a high ranking mil-
itary officer, had after three surgical interventions already
retired: 12 months after treatment he returned to active
service.

Fig. 9. Malignant fibrous histiocytoma of the groin.
Hemipelvectomy was discussed but the patient refused it.
After treatment the thigh circumference shrank from 69 to
55 cm. Patient died 11 months after treatment from lung
metaslases. On the figure he is positioned in the cylindric
treatment couch. The shape of the treatment volume fol-
lows the target volume very regularly.
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2. Radiopharmacy Proof of the receptor binding

First studies in humans with an 1-123 labelled benzo-
diazepine, a receptor binding tracer

H.-F. Beer1, P. Scheurer1, P. H. Hasler1. P. Blauenstein1,
P. A. Sthubiger1 together with E. Deisenhammer2, B.
Delaloye3, G. Riccabona4.

1 Paul Scherrer Institute, Department of Radiophar-
macy, CH-5232 VUUgen PSI, Switzerland

2 Wagner-Jauregg-Institut, Isotopenstation, A-4000
Linz, Austria

3 Centre Hospitalier Universitaire Vaudois, CH-1011
Lausanne, Suisse

4 Universitatsklinik filr Nuklearmedizin, A-6020 Inns-
bruck, Austria

Many compounds of the class of benzodiazepines are well
investigated to be bound to central and peripheral recep-
tors. Some agonists (e.g. Librium, Valium) are frequently
used Pharmaceuticals. In the same class of substances also
antagonists are found, where flumazenil is an example re-
cently introduced in the clinical practice. The iod<" deriva-
tive of flumazenil was labelled with 1-123 and animals
studies yielded promising results. The first human study
confirmed these findings, therefore the work was continued
to prove the specific binding of 1-123 flumazenil derivate
now called iomazenil to benzodiazepine receptors in the
human brain.
Development of the optimal labelling conditions: The de-
pendence of the yield of 1-123 iomazenil on the diffe-
rent parameters temperature and time period of heating
has been tested. In each experiment about 100 /il with
2000 MBq 1-123 in 0.1 N NaOH were dispensed into a
reactivial and the water was evaporated. Then the desired
amount of precursor (usually 1 mg) dissolved in 100 u\
glacial acetic acid was added. A decrease of the yield was
observed with only 0.5 mg precursor. The vial was tightly
closed by a teflon laminated silicon septum and put in a
heater at the previously fixed temperature. With a delay
of 2-3 minutes the same temperature is reached inside the
vial. After the chosen time period the vial was removed
and cooled down. The reaction mixture was diluted with S
ml water and a sample was taken for analysis. Thin layer
chromatography on silica gel was used, developed with
ethylacetate/ammonia = 200/1 (iodide: rf = 0; product: rf
= 0.3).
The conditions for the usual labelling are chosen like fol-
lows: 1 mg precursor, 1 h heating at 1SO°C.
If not optimal conditions are chosen a part of the 1-123 is
found in the chemical form of iodide, traces of the free acid
of iomazenil could be detected but no other by-products.
The most interesting finding was a steep increase of the
yield between 130° and 150"C.

A study with two healthy volunteers was performed as fol-
lows:
120 MBq I-123-iomazenil have been injected intra-
venously and the count rate (cts/pixel min) in the brain
was measured. 15 min after injection (p.i.) a SPECT in-
vestigation was started. 90 min p.i. the camera mode was
changed again to measure the count rate during about 10
min, then cold flumazcnil (Fig. 1) was injected, applying
a dose of 0.0S mg/kg.
The continuous measurement showed a steep drop of the
count rate which corresponds to a displacement of the ra-
dioactive substance. A second SPECT study was started 2
h p.i. and finally the count rate of the remaining activity
determined. The results are shown in Fig. 2.
Anexate* is the commercially available product contain-
ing flumazenil as physiological active component. The
specific binding of flumazenil to the benzodiazepine re-
ceptors in the brain has been proved by M. Mazicrc et al
(1984). The experiments presented here demonstrate that
both species flumazenil and 1-123 iomazenil bind to the
same receptor.
Two observations are difficult to interpret and need fur-
ther elucidation. One observed curve of the count rate

OCH2CH3

Fig. 1. Formula of flumazenil (left), the pharmacological
active component in AnexaleR, and iomazenil (right).

100 150 t[mln p.i.]

Fig. 2. 1-123 iomazenil: uptake and displacement study
in two patients. Initial phase: fast uptake in the brain af-
ter injection of 120 MBq 1-123 iomazenil. Arrows indicate
the injection ofAnexateR. a dose of 0.05 mg per kg body
weight was applied.
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shows a plateau up to 90 min p.i. whereas a washout
of about i/2 of the injected activity is observed in the
other case. The final count rate of about 30 cts/min •
pixel may still be due to receptor bound activity, but the
1-123 iomazenil may also be metabolized to some extent.
If these metabolites are ionic species, they would not be
able to cross the brain-blood barrier.
In some cases like Alzheimer's disease and epilepsy alte-
rations of the distribution pattern of 1-123 iomazenil were
found. Further work needs to be done to judge the clinical
implications.

SYNTHESIS AND CHARACTERIZATION OF Tc(IV)-
ALCOHOLATO COMPLEXES

P. Biaucnstein1, R. Alberto1, G. Huber1, P. A. Schubiger1

together with G. Artderegg2

1 Paul Scherrer Institute, Department of Radiophar-
macy, CH-S232 Villigen PSI, Switzerland

2 ETHZ, Laboratorium fur Anorganische Chemie, CH-
8092 Zurich, Switzerland

The most stable oxidation state of technetium in aqueous
solution is + VII, usually in form of pertechnetate (TcO4),
followed by complexes in the state of +1V and +V. Often
compounds used for nuclear medical applications are con-
sequently in one of these oxidation states. Tc(IV) chem-
istry is engraved by the strong tendency of forming the
very stable and polynuclear TcO2. Due to the lack of sta-
ble Tc(VI) educts, the reports on direct lignad exchange
reactions in aqueous solutions are relatively rare. Most
compounds, used as radiopharmaceuticals or not, are syn-
thesized by reduction in the presence of the corresponding
ligand. The success of this pathway depends on kinetical
characteristics and therefore on reaction mechanism. Lig-
and exchange reactions are mostly of a first order kinetic
and consequently do not depend on the Tc-concentration.
Thus, the reaction with Tc-99 can be directly transformed
to Tc-99 m scale. Synthesis with the reductive method
are sometimes of second or higher order and depend on
Tc-concentration. Therefore reactions with Tc-99 m may
result in other products than with Tc-99 and the bridging
between macroscopic and microscopic amounts of Tc is no
more possible. The ligand exchange reactions are interest-
ing because of the contribution to a basic understanding
of the properties of I t and of the practical use for highly
specific labelling of proteines. A possible educt should
fulfull the following conditions:

- water soluble
- stable against hydrolysis
- kinetically unstable

Some of the alcoholato compounds presented here satisfy
these conditions and hence can be used in ligand substi-
tution reactions. Fig. 3 illustrates the general pathway to
alcoholato compounds.

lTcBrt|
!- + 6KOCIIj - • - ITclOCH,),)1' + 6KBr

. M3biilri

lljBlyk= 110 Oil [Tc(bulri)iJ:

II.THMT

t
Tc(THMT),

OH

H , T 1 1 M T = ( C I I J ) J N 1

Fig. 3. General pathway to Tc-(lV)-alcoholates.

All elementary Tc(IV) compounds, such as the hexa-
halogenotechnetates, are stable in very acid solutions,
whereas the alcoholato-compiexes are generally stable at
pH > 7. Their stabilities rise with the increasing pH-
values. Only the Tc-THMT complex does not disintegrate
in slightly acid solutions and therefore promises to have
the widest use for application. Since elemental analysis
and spcctroscopic methods did not allow a definitive char-
acterization, wo grew a crystal suitable for X-ray s1. iciure
analysis to confirm the assumed structure. Fig. 4 J.ves
an ORTEP of this compound. The most important bond
lengths and angles are listed in Table 1. This is the first
complex of this kind characterized by X-ray analysis.

The complex is zwitterionic with a positive charge lo-
cated on each quaternery nitrogen atom and the two neg-
ative charges on the central core. The isolated positive
charge could induce interesting radiopharmaceutical in-
quiries. Ligand substitution on the Tc-THMT complex in
aqueous solution provides a good method of synthesizing
new Tc(IV) compounds. We succeeded in forming some
known and characterized complexes and some new ones,
which are part of our actual work.

Fig. 4. ORTEP ofTc(THMT)2
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Table 1: Bond lengths and angles

The complex is zwitterionic with a positive charge lo-
cated on each quatemery nitrogen atom and the two neg-
ative charges on the contral core. The isolated positive
charge could induce interesting radiopharmaceutical in-
quiries. Ligand substitution on the Tc-THMT complex in
aqueous solution provides a good method of synthesizing
new Tc(IV) compounds. We succeeded in forming some
known and characterized complexes and some new ones,
which are part of our actual work.

A -

Tc-01
Tc-02
Tc-O3
C1-C4
C2-C4
C3-C4

B(A)

1.987(4)
2.005(4)
1.995(4)
1.586(8)
1.562(8)
1.542(9)

A - B -

Tc-Ol-Cl
TC-O2-C2
TC-O3-C3
Ol-Tc-02
Ol-Tc-03
O2-Tc-O3

C O

117.1(4)
116.2(4)
117.9(4)
87.0(2)
87.4(2)
86.7(2)
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3. Radiation Hygiene

Adaptive response of human blood lymphocytes to low
doses of bleomycin

C. Vijayalaxmi1 and W. Burkart1.

1 Paul Scherrer Institute, Department of Radiation Hy-
giene, CH-5232 Villigen PSI, Switzerland.

We are continuously exposed to low levels of DNA dam-
aging agents from our environment, from our diet and
from intermediary metabolites inside every cell. Chro-
mosome damage, mutation, transformation and cell death
may be the ultimate products of the response of our cells to
DNA-damaging agents. The existence of inducible, mam-
malian DNA-repair pathways leading to adaptation could
significantly affect the approach to the assessment of the
mutagenic and carcinogenic risk of physical and chemical
mutagens in our surroundings. It is known for bacteria
that specific sets of genes are induced in csponse to acute
and chronic exposure to genotoxic agents. Evidence that
eukaryon'c cells employ similar strategies is rapidly accu-
mulating. Human peripheral blood lymphocytes have been
shown to exhibit adaptive responses to low and non-toxic
doses of ionizing radiation, resulting in increased resis-
tance to subsequent exposure to higher doses of radiation
as well as to chemical mutagens, which induce similar
kinds of lesions in DNA.

With (his background information, experiments were con-
ducted to examine the phenomenon of adaptive response in
human peripheral blood lymphocytes. This work was cen-
tered on the radiomiinetic drug, bleomycin (BLM). This
substance is an antitumor, antibiotic drug with a broad
spectrum of activity against a wide variety of human ma-
lignancies. Its action on DNA and chromosomes has been
shown to be similar to that of ionizing radiation. This
similarity prompted further investigation a; to whether an
adaptive response could be induced by low concentrations
of BLM in human blood lymphocytes and whether such
cells could be protected against the chromosomal damage
by subsequent exposure to a high dose of BLM and X-
rays.

The experimental protocol is described briefly as follows:
heparintsed, peripheral blood samples were collected and
cultures set up in standard culture medium containing pha-
tohaemagglutinin. Four hours later, small adaptive doses
of BLM were added and the challenge dose was given at
48 hours. Colcemid was added at 52 hours to arrest the
cells in mitoses, and the lymphocytes collected and fixed
at 54 hours. Chromosomal preparations were made and
examined for chromosomal aberrations.

The results presented in Figure 1 indicate that when the
lymphocytes adapted to BLM are subsequently treated

with the challenge dose of BLM, the yield of chromatid
and isochromatid breaks is significantly lower than the sum
of the number of breaks induced by the adaptive and chal-
lenge doses given separately. The reduction observed with
the adaptive doses of 0.01 and 0.05 fig/ml BLM is 54 -
61 %, while that with 0.1 fi g/ml is much less at 16 - 23
%. Similarly, the results presented in figure 2 show that
when the lymphocytes adapted to BLM are subsequently
exposed to X-rays, the yield of chromatid and chromosome
breaks was lower than the sum of the effects induced by
the two treatments separately. The effect observed with
the adaptive dose of 0.01 and 0.05 /* g/ml BLM is greater
{52 - 67 %), than that with 0.1 y. g/ml (28 -32 %). It is
interesting to note, that the lymphocytes adapted to low
concentrations of BLM become resistant to the chromo-
some damage induced by the challange dose of not only
BLM but also X-rays. This resistance and cross-resistance
may be due to the induction of the same or similar repair
mechanism(s) and probably, the same or similar enzymes
involved in the repair of DNA strand breaks.

TO-

60-

SO

I
C O.Ot \A O.OI C 0.05 14 0.09 C 0.1 15 0.1

D GB

Fig. 1. Adaptive response of human blood lympho-
cytes to bleomycin.

I I
C 001 U 001 i-i OOB e ai id 0.1

• Control D III] • Mmreh-,ig/«l • X-nyi-Or

Fig. 2. Induction of cross-resistance in human blood
lymphocytes adapted to bleomycin.
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The activity of the enzyme, poly (ADP) polymerase has
been implicated in the lymphocytes adapted to ionizing
radiation. The role of 3-aminobenzamide (3-AB), a potent
inhibitor of poly (ADP) polymerase, on the chromosome
damage in human blood lymphocytes adapted to BLM is
examined in a second investigation. The experimental pro-
tocol was the same as described earlier, except that 3-AB
was added immediately after the challenge treatment.

The results presented in figure 3 indicate that when 3-AB
is added to the adapted lymphocytes, immediately after
the challenge treatment, the reduction in the incidence of
chromosome damage is 25 - 24 %, as compared to 61 - 54
% (without 3-AB treatment). A similar difference, with
and without 3-AB treatment, is also observed in the case
of challenge with X-rays, i.e. 15 - 14 % as compared
with 59 - 52 % (figure 4). These results suggest that the
addition of 3-AB negates the adaptive response in human
lymphocytes and implicates that poly (ADP) polymerase
is involved in reducing the adaptive response in human
lymphocytes. However, the magnitude of reduction in the
adaptive response by 3-AB is greater in the case of chal-
lenge with X-rays than with BLM.

Microdosimetric considerations in radiation-induced adap-
tation are important because contrary to most chemical and
physical insults fn biological systems, energy deposition
by ionizing radiation is extremely localised in time and
space. For peripheral blood lymphocytes, it is assumed
that the adaptive response is induced independently in sin-
gle cells when they encounter the passage of one or several
elections or other charged particles through their cell mi-

Effect of 3-AB on the cross-resistance In
human blood lymphocytes adapted to bleomycln

ao

I 7°H
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I so

40
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0 30
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Effect of 3-AB on the adaptive response
of human blood lymphocytes to bleomycln

C AB 0.01 1.5 001 001 C AB 0-05 1.8 005 0.05
+ • • •
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Fig. 3. Effect of 3-AB on the adaptive response of
human blood lymphocytes to bleomycin.
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Fig. 4. Effect of 3-AB on the cross-resistance in hu-
man blood lymphocyte* adapted to bleomycin.

cleus. The dose and dose rate from ionizing radiation at
the cellular level remain quite high, even at the lowest en-
vironmental level of exposure. A single electron or alpha
particle passing through a cell nucleus already yields nu-
clear doses of about 3 mGy and 400 mGy, respectively. A
further lowering of the dose only reduces the fraction of
cell nuclei encountering the passage of a particle, but not
dose or dose rate in the affected compartment (figure 5).
At annual doses below 10 mGy (1 rad), the time between
two consecutive hits on a specific cell nucleus is in the
range of months to years, i.e., too long for the increased
energy needs of adaptive responses to make sense. The
diffusion length of radiation induced radicals in soft tis-
sues is very short, i.e., in the range of a few nanometers.
Therefore, dose spreading by radical diffusion is irrelevant
for cellular targets larger than 1 pm. In the cell nucleus hit,
only a tiny fraction of the DNA is potentially endangered
from a single passage of an ionizing particle. A crude es-
timate, based on an affected cylindrical volume around the
electron track with a radius of 50 nm, indicates that only
about 0.001 % of the nuclear structures would encounter
probabilities for physicochemical interactions from a sin-
gle hit (figure 6). This means that the enzymes involved
in the repair of radiation-induced DNA damage are active
only a few times during the life of an organism, to handle
an insult from ionizing radiation.

To postulate a specific adaptive response to ionizing ra-
diation, the mechanism has to confer increased protection
from DNA damage at environmental levels of exposures.
These exposures were quite stable over millions of years
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a: Volume cell nucleus 270 jum3

b: Volume affected by e~ track and its radicals £ 0.016>jm3

(Fraction of a:) (rSe-IO'5)

Fig. 5. Macroscopic a dose and corresponding num-
ber of tracks or probability of being hit for a cell nu-
cleus of 8 /un diameter.

106 10s 104 103 108 10"1 10° 101 102

Averaged absorbed dose (Gy)

Fig. 6. Crude estimate of the fraction of the nuclear
volume affected directly by the physicochemical ac-
tion of a single electron track. The volume includes
the diffusion range of radicals.

and are in the range of \ to 5 mGy per year, both for
electrons (mostly from 7-radiation) and for a-particles,
the latter only for the most affected cells of the tracheo-
bronchial tree in the lung. At the level of a single cell,
an adaptive response, which may last for a few days and
cell cycles, will waste energies of the cell without confer-
ring any protection for the next hit which will come only
months to years later. Cell-cell interation and the sensing
of a radiation field by a larger cell population may give
more sense to an adaptive response to ionizing radiation
in mammalian systems. However, even 100 perfectly cou-
pled cells would encounter less than one hit through a nu-
cleus per day. The modulation of repair or proof-reading
capacity based on such a stochastic signal is difficult to
imagine; statistics of small numbers of events would in-
validate the prognostic value of the time span between the
last two events. In addition, fluctuations of natural radia-
tion fields are generally quite small.

These constraints lead us to believe that the adaptive re-
sponse, elicited by a small dose of ionizing radiation, or by
a radiomimetic drug, has evolved to handle damage from
DNA damaging agents other than ionizing radiation. It is
therefore believed that both physical and chemical insults
for which levels change more gradually and for hours and
days, make a better driving force for the evolving of adap-
tive mechanisms. Hypoxia with concomitant acidification,
elevated endogenous radical production, for example, in
defense of viral attacks and hypcrthermia, are examples of
situations which arise gradually and for which enhanced
protection of DNA integrity confers advantage to cells and
organisms.
Nevertheless, radiation as a physical agent still has its im-
portant advangtage for the study of adaptive response due
to its easily quantifiable dosimetry on the macroscopic and
microscopic level.
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II. Progress Reports

1. Quality control in pion therapy

A. Coray, PSI

The aim of radiotherapy in general is the deposition of the
correct dose in each element of the target volume, thereby
minimizing the dose to the normal tissues.

Dose effect curves both for tumor control and for nor-
mal tissue tolerance are steep. Dose variations of 5 to 10
% lead to significant differences in the probability of a
reaction. It is therefore the aim to guarantee the absolute
value of the dose to 5 % for the pion therapy, and to verify
it by regular measurements.

At the beginning of each beam period, i.e. usually once
at the beginning of the year, the monitoring system of the
PIOTRON, the pi-clock is calibrated by calorimetry by
the Institute of Applied Radiophysics (IRA) at Lausanne.
At the same time the tissue equivalent dosimeters used in
routine measurements for pion therapy are intercompared
with the reference dosimeters of IRA. The check at the
beginning of the beam period also includes checks of the
therapy planning system, the parameters of the CT-scanner
as well as the control system of the PIOTRON.

Daily measurements, before the first treatment of a pa-
tient include a check of the monitoring system.

Before the first treatment of each patient the calculated
dose distribution is verified in a homogeneous phantom
by dose determinations at various positions. The results
of these dose measurements for 1988 are summarized in
figure la. Each point represents a dose measurement. 40
% of the measurements have been done for asymmetric
beam configurations of half the beams only, known to give
larger differences between calculated and measured dose;
the standard deviation being 4.3 %.

In vivo measurements are performed for each patient dur-
ing treatment at several positions. The integrated dose over
one fraction is measured by thermoluminescent dosimeters
or by ionization chamber readings. Figure 1 b gives the
comparison of calculated and measured dose for the TLD
measurements in skin boxes and in intra cavitary catheters.
Measurements are physical dose only, the relative biologi-
cal effectiveness (RBE), not very well known, and varying
throughout the treatment volume as well as for different
treatment geometries, are not taken into account.

120

100-

80-

Verifications
1988

all
62/47 Bolus

533 Points
Mean -1.2 ± 4.3 %
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40 60 80
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100 120

loo- IN VIVO
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TLD's
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Mean 1.8 ± 3.2 %

20 40 60 80
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Fig. 1. Intercomparison of calculated and measured doses for pion therapy
a) Measurements in a homogeneous phantom
b) In vivo measurements with thermoluminescent dosimeters
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2. OPTIS: Treatment of intraocular
tumors with proton beam. Results of
the 5 first years

The influence on surviving of different parameters which
classify the tumor is analyzed by calculating their signifi-
cance level (see Table 2). If the calculated p-value is less
than 0.05, the parameter is called significant.

E. Egger, PSI

The facility for the protop beam radiotherapy of ocular
tumors has been mainly used for patient treatment, as be-
fore in a close cooperation with the Eye Hospital in Lau-
sanne, 188 cases have been treated in 1988, the total since
the beginning of the operation in 1984 amounts to S40.
(Table 1). Almost all were choroidal melanomas, the few
exceptions being eye metastases of carcinomas, choroidal
hemangiomas and melanomas of the orbit.

Table 1

Proton treatment of eyes at PSI (4.84 - 12.88)

Table 2

Volume of tumor p = 0.019
Height of tumor p = 0.112
Largest tumor diameter p = 0.002
Minor tumor diameter p = 0.001
Invasion of macula p = 0.183
Invasion of disc p = 0.488
Invasion of ciliary body p = 0.315
Invasion of iris p = 0.460
Anterior margin of tumor p = 0.122
Age of the patient p = 0.022
Eye p = 0.400
Sex of patient p = 0.048
Exteriorisation of tumnr p = 0.211

No. of Patients 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988

540 19 78 128 127 188

The computer program for the patient data collection has
been completed and all the data of the treated patients have
been introduced.

These data are now being used for different statistical anal-
ysis. First, a multifactorial analysis of the surviving of the
patients has been performed using Cox proportional hazard
model. Although the number of patients dead is low and
the follow-up time is short, our results show good agree-
ment with the results published by other groups. Figure 1
shows a survival curve for the melanoma patients treated
at PSI.

It is obvious that the significant parameters are the largest
tumor diameter, the minor tumor diameter, the tumor vol-
ume and the age of the patient. That means that life prog-
nosis is worse the bigger the tumor is and the older a
patient is.

Why life expentancy is worse for male than for female
can not be explained yet. It might be an effect due to the
very low number of deaths.

Beside the life expectancy we have also begun to analyse
the complications arising after a proton beam irradiation
of the eye. The first case treated is the cataract. Figure
2 shows the cataract-free-survival cure. The same as for
surviving, the influence of different parameters on the ap-
parition of a cataract has been analysed. These results are
presented in Table 3.

Survival Cataract-free-surviving
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Fig. 1. Follow-up (Years)
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Pig. 2. Follow-up (Years)
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Table 3

Volume of tumor
Height of tumor
Largest tumor diameter
Minor tumor diameter
Invasion of macula
Invasion of optic disc
Invasion of ciliary body
Anterior margin of tumor
Age of the patient
Irradiation of the lens
Irradiation of the periphery
of the lens

p = 0.566
p = 0.078
p = 0.986
p = 0.504
p = 0.357
p = 0.663
p = 0.245
p = 0.516
p = 0.002
p = 0.904

p = 0.002

The apparition of a cataract is principally influenced by
the age of the patient and by the part of the periphery of
the lens irradiated. If over 30 % of the periphery of the
lens is irradiated a cataract will appear, under 30 1 there
will be no cataract.

We now plan to analyse some further complications and to
update our survival-statistic regularly. Since the programs
for doing this are available, this will be done routinely.

In 1988 we also concluded the experiments with rabbit-
eyes. One result of this study is, that 3 to 4 fraction is the
optimal fractionation for treating ocular melanomas; i.e.
this is the fractionation which spares most healthy tissue.
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3. Spot scanning for 250 MeV protons

H. Blattmann, A. Coray, E. Pedroni, R. Creiner, all PSI

Introduction

In radiation therapy the dose distribution is generally rec-
ognized to be one of the important factors in tumor con-
trol and normal tissue tolerance. Even though pions were
introduced into radiotherapy primarily for radiobiological
considerations, the dose distribution has been given a high
priority in the design of the facility and treatment technique
from the very beginning to shape the treatment volume (90
%-isodose) to an irregularly shaped target volume thereby
reducing considerably the volume of normal tissue outside
the target volume irradiated with the full dose. Due to the
relatively light primary particle experiencing considerable
multiple scattering, the spot has a size of 55 mm FWHM.
which results in only a moderate fall-off. The specific ge-
ometry of the Piotron does not allow for collimators and
the quasi spherical spot results in a uniform fall-off of the
dose outside the target volume, leaving no possiblity of
selecting a steeper dose gradient in one direction at the
expense of other directions.

Spot scanning for protons

Protons are in use for radiotherapy since many years at
various centers (3, 5,6,7, 8,14). They have proven to be
especially very advantageous for small volume treatments
near critical structures, due to their extraordinary physi-
cal characteristics. The possibility of exact shaping of the
beam by a collimalor and a well defined range which, for
an extended field, can be shaped according to the rear sur-
face of the target volume, has been the primary reason for
the implementation of this radiation source.

In recent years protons have attracted additional interest
because they can be accelerated to adequate energies and
corresponding ranges by relatively small accelerators com-
pared to what would be needed for pion therapy (2,4, 9).
Proton therapy facilities will, therefore, be hospital based
in the future (13).

1b make full use of the physical properties of the pro-
tons, i.e. well defined range and small multiple scattering,
for large tumors, the principle idea of the spot scanning,
together with a computer optimized treatment planning de-
veloped for pions, (1, 11, 12) is adapted for proton ther-
apy. In contrast to the geometry of the Piotron, where a
spherical dose spot is produced by 60 single overlapping
beams, protons are used as narrow pencil beams entering
the patient under a carefully chosen angle. A pencil beam
scanning for protons can be used with or without collima-

lor and compensating bolus to treat an irregularly shaped
volume with a homogeneous dose. The same target vol-
ume can be irradiated, as for photon therapy, from several
portals to distribute the normal tissue dose to a larger vol-
ume (fig. 1).

For the treatment planning a desired dose distribution is
constructed in a 3-dimensional grid by drawing the target
contours in a series of equally spaced CT-images. In the
treatment planning program up to now the desired dose is
assumed to be homogeneous throughout the target volume
and drops outside according to a given gradient, which is
chosen on the bases of the spot position. The dose for the
spot i.e. the irradiation time at each position, is assigned
according to a result of the dose optimisation which min-
imises the sum of the squares of the deviations of the
calculatd dose from the desired dose. At no point, is the
calculated dose allowed to be negative.

The treatment planning program would also allow for a
more detailed definition of the desired dose distribution.
In the future, thanks to new diagnostic techniques, more
detailed knowledge on spacial distributions of viable tu-
mor cells or of sensitivity distributions should be available.
The program would be capable of accepting non-uniform
desired dose distributions as well. This would result in
an optimal dose distribution for Die target volume with
a minimum number of particles and therefore minimising
the dose to normal tissue outside. Due to the steep dose
effect curves, for tumor control as well as normal tissue
tolerance, even relatively small improvements can lead to
substantial increase in the therapeutic gain factor.

As a first step of adaptation of the pion treatment planning
program for proton pencil beam scanning, a finer grid for
calculation as well as for scanning has been chosen. The
dose distribution of a hypothetical proton pencil beam has
been constructed and used to calculate dose distributions
for intercomparison between pion and proton therapy.

PROTON PENCL BEAM SCANNNG

Paltent Contour

Fig. 1. The target volume is scanned slice by slice by a
pencil proton beam by magnetic deflection and range mod-
ulation and by translation of the patient. For each treat-
ment port the irradiation volume is conformed to the target
volume.
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.i of dose distribution for pion and proton conformation treatment. The isodose lines

a and b:
pion treatment with 30 beams, right upper segment, for a transversal and a coronal plane. The dose fall-off is
moderate in all directions.

c and d:
proton treatmentwith twoportsfrom the right (0° and45", see fig.l) for a transversal and a coronal plane. Sharp
fall-off laterally and distally.

The chosen example (fig. 2a - d) illustrates both in the
cross section as well as in the sagital view the sharper
fall-off of the dose distally and laterally. As this simu-
lation has been performed without assuming the use of a

collimator laterally, an even a higher dose gradient could
be achieved in some areas. The substantial reduction of
normal tissue dose is demonstrated in the dose volume his-
togram for normal tissue in general (fig. 3).
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Fig. 3. Imercomparison of dose volume histograms for
normal tissues outside the target volume, demonstrating
a marked reduction of normal tissue exposure with proton
conformation treatment for this example.

The next step will be the experimental verification of cal-
culated dose distributions in various phantoms for a hori-
zontal lest beam. A pencil beam is scanned magnetically
in one axis, while a range shifter is controlling the second
and the patient or phantom movement the third axis.

In this experimental setup a number of critical questions
related to safety of a fast dynamic proton radiotherapy in
practice will be addressed, these include independent su-
pervision of each parameter of the scanning, but also the
analysis of dose errors due to unprecise overlapping of
beams as a result of movements of the patient or an organ.

Conclusions

Spot scanning or more precisely pencil beams scanning
for protons is an application technique which does not
only make use of the excellent lateral fail-off, which can
be achieved with a collimated beam and the unique depth
definition of the treatment volume, but it also adds the
flexibility of a conformation technique. For future im-
provements it even includes the possibility of individually
defined non-uniform dose distributions inside the target
volume.
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4. Advanced Radiopharmaceuticals

4.1. Introduction

P. A. Schubiger, P. Biauenslein. both PSI

The radiopharmacy division at PSI does research, quality
control and routine production in the field of radiolabelled
substances for in vivo application in nuclear medicine. The
research activities consist of biochemical, biological and
pharmacological laboratory work, as well as of a lot of the-
oretical paper work to fulfill all the regulatory requirements
for in vivo application. We concentrate our efforts on three
subjects: nuclide therapy, diagnostic and therapeutic use
of antibodies, and other receptor binding radiopharmaceu-
ticals. A very brief overview is given below, two subjects
are described in detail in the highlights, chapter 1.2.

4.2. Nuclide therapy

H. F. Beer, J. Muller, A. Jaggi, U. Hafeli, P. Blauenstein,
L. Tiefenauer, U. Hafeli, P. A. Schubiger all PSI

A radiopharmaceutical is determined by two key elements,
the nuclide and the vehicle. For therapeutic use we inves-
tigate Y-90, Ag-111 and Re-186/188 together with several
vehicles for local therapy.

The progress in superselective catheterizing of non opera-
ble tumours has called our attention to an old idea: Solid
particles (cation exchanger resin) are labelled with Y-90,
a nuclide emitting ^-particles of high energy. These parti-
cles are injected into the capillary bed of a tumour where
two effects, embolisation and radiation, kill the tumour.
The substance developed in our laboratory was success-
fully tested at Inselspital Berne using small pigs. The next
step will be a study with a limited number of patients.

A second approach is the formation of stable liposomes
which contain or bind the desired nuclide. The basic works
on the formation of liposomes containing Re-186/188 are
the subject of a Ph.D. thesis, which should be finished next
year.

4.3. Diagnostic and therapeutic use of anti-
bodies

I. Novak, M. Iftimia, R. Heyer, A. Ammann, P. Scheurer,
P. H. Hasler, P. Blauenstein, R. Alberto, G. Huber,
P. A. Schubiger, all PSI

Monoclonal antibodies associated either with tumour anti-
gens or NCA-9S, an antigen on human granulocytes, are
labelled and tested for the significance of their diagnostic
or therapeutic use.

A rather big effort was necessary to scale up the labelling
procedure of AK 47 (associated with NCA-9S). This an-
tibody is now routinely labelled with 1-123, tested and
shipped to various nuclear medical departments in many
European countries. Many patient-studies are needed for a
reliable valuation of this product. Such a valuation is the
final task during the development of a radiopharmaceutical
and is taken over by our production group.

Concerning the tumour associated antibodies a good text
system has been built up, comprising gel-electrophorcsis,
different blotting techniques and cultures of human tumour
cell lines. This test system is used to evaluate new and
improved labelling techniques of antibodies.

Radionuclides and vehicles are not always easily linked
together. So far, no reliable procedure was known for the
special case of technetium labelling of proteins. In two dis-
sertations in cooperation with Prof. Anderegg ETHZ, this
problem was treated. We investigated several chelate alko-
holato ligands showing new general aspects of Tc chem-
istry, which will be discussed separately in the highlights,
chapter 1.2. Furthermore, we found a solution of protein
labelling with Tc by means of a bridging ligar.d. This so-
lution of the problem is very promising, and will be further
developed to a "ready to use" formulation for practical ap-
plication in nuclear medicine.

4.4 Receptorbinding Radiopharmaceuticals

H. F. Beer, P. Scheurer, L. Sha, P. Blauenstein, P. A. Sehu-
biger, all PSI

Sirce (he development of perfusamine we were looking
for molecules binding strongly to selected receptors in the
brain. For example, we synthesized iomazenil, an 1-123 la-
belled benzodiazepine derived from flumazenil (ROCHE).
This work was presented on three congresses (Swiss, Eu-
ropean and in the USA) and was always mentioned in the
highlights lectures. Details are discussed in the highlights,
chapter 1.2. Another example is a benzazepinc for which
we developed a labelling procedure. In vitro and in vivo
testing of this substance is scheduled for 1989 and clinical
trials should start end of 1989.
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5. Medical Bioanalytics

5.1. Introduction

R. Andres, PSI

The root of the project "Medical Bioanalytics" is the Ra-
dioimmunoassay (RIA) group of the former EIR. During
the fusion of EIR and SIN into PSI, it was postulated that
the commercially attractive parts of the RIA group have to
be transferred to the private business sector. The remain-
ing activities were reorganized into a scientifically oriented
group: The project "Medical Bioanalytics" (MBA).

The key features of this project can be summarized as
follows:

Central know-how: Conception, preparation and charac-
terisation of tracer substances with unimpaired biological
activity.

Goals: The study of ligand-tracer interactions and their
use in biomedical analytical systems.

Research subjects: Immunoassays for steroids; electro-
chemical detection of nanomolar quantities of biologically
active substances (i.e. steroid hormones) via immuno-
biosensors; assessment of functional parameters in nuclear
magnetic resonance imaging by use of magnetically la-
belled bioactive tracers.

Human resources: Approx. 10 persons.

Infrastructure: Basic chemical and biochemical instru-
mentation, electrochemical analyser (s. 3), and medium
bore nuclear magnetic resonance tomograph (s. 4).

The reorganisation of the production oriented RIA-group
into a scientific research unit was accompanied by funda-
mental changes in terms of personnel, infrastructure and
intellectual orientation. The new entity fully conforms
with the general guidelines of the PSI.

5.2 Immunoassay of steroids

L. Tiefenauer, R. Andres, both PSI

Despite great empirical knowledge on steroid immunoas-
say, used worldwide in the conception of commercial
reagent kits, little information is available about structural
influences in the basic recognition reaction of the analyte
and its antibody. Using estradiol as a model, we have
studied the influence of the steroid tracer structure on dif-
ferent assay systems. The results can be summarized as
follows:

A.) In iodinaled tracer systems, the chemical bridge link-
ing the radioactive moiety to the steroid is of great
influence on the assay performance. In particular,
replacing the most frequently used carboxymethy-
loxime bridge by an amide structure (Fig. 1) can
greatly improve the assay sensitivity (see L. X. Tiefe-
nauer et al.: J. steroid Biochem. 32, 2S1-7, 1989).

B.) Using an estradiol-biotin conjugate, it was possible to
directly compare in an enzyme immunoassay two fun-
damentally different assay designs (Fig. 2): Antigen-
coated (A) and antibody-coated (B). One of the main
differences resides in the fact that for the antigen
coated system very short incubation times are pos-
sible using an antibody excess under non-equilibrium
conditions.

5.3 Biosensors

L. Tiefenaucr, U, Achtnich, both PSI

Biosensors are analytical tools consisting of biological ma-
terials which are able to recognize and bind chemical com-
pounds. The biological recognition is subsequently trans-
duced into an electrical signal which is amplified by an
electronic device.

"Biosensor" is a general term and therefore not restric-
tively used for a specific arrangement of components. The
recognition of compounds (analytes) can be achieved by

OH

HO
N-O-CHj-C-NH-CH4-CH2-|=i

H N N

Fig. 1. Structures of two radiolabelled estradiol deriva-
tives.
Tracer A: Carboxymethyloxime bridge linking steroid to
radiolabelled moiety.
Tracer B: Amide bridge.
Crucial for the improved performance of tracer B is the
bridge length and structure, and its connection to the
steroid ring (planar in tracer A, letrahedral in B).
I = radioiodine <iKI).
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Symbols

microtiterplate

biolin-estradiol

avidin

protein A

estradiol

biotin

anti-rabbit-
anlibody

peroxidase

enzyme
substrate

enzyme product

Fig. 2. Schematic representation of antigen- (A) and anti-
bodyimmobilued (B) enzyme immunoassay. The estradiol
derivative (antigen) is represented by the black structure.
Both the estradiol (in A) and the anli- estradiol (in B) are
bound to the surface of the reaction well via a helper pro-
tein. Only system A permits the use of antibody excess
unutr nonequilibrium conditions resulting in very short in-
cubation conditions and high sensitivity.

enzymes, antibodies or receptors, which specifically bind
the corresponding substance. The transformation of this
binding reaction to a measurable signal is the crucial part
of each biosensor. Principally, optical, electrochemical
and mechanical methods are used and the resulting elec-
trical signal is amplified and displayed. Optical transduc-
ers have made considerable progress since the introduction
of laser technology and glass fibre material. Mechanical
detection by the piezo effect is limited to special applica-
tions.

Most efforts have been undertaken to transfer the bio-
logical signal to an electroactive intermediate which can
be measured either by potenliometric or amperometric
methods. Potentiometric detection is realized in pH-
measurement and recently a series of new ion selective
electrodes have been commercialized. Immense efforts
arc invested by the semiconductor industry to introduce
polentiometric analysis to transistors in order to get a spe-
cific, sensitive and small size electronic part. Although
this approach is a step towards an integral measurement
device, theoretical limitations are given in terms of sensi-
tivity.

Increasing interest is being payed in recent years to am-
perometric detection. The compound measured in a con-
ventional enzyme lest or an immunoassay is usually a chro-
mophore which can be replaced by an electrochemically
active molecule. The detection limit thus achieved ap-
proaches or exceeds that of other very sensitive methods
(atlomolar).

Our work in 1988 resulted in a conceptional study, iden-
tifying interesting and potentially successful research sub-
jects that match our basic know-how and the general goals
of the institute. Preliminary experimental work was then
started in the field of amperometric detection of steroid
hormones. Key materials (e.g. steroid derivatives) from
earlier immunoassay work and knowledge about the de-
tails of immunological recognition is combined with elec-
trochemical techniques and instrumentation. Specifically,
the following problems will be investigated:

• Covalent binding of proteins (avidin, antibodies) to
glassy carbon electrode surfaces with preservation of
their biological activity.

• Facilitation of electron transfer by means of conduct-
ing polymers (polyaniline).

• Evaluation of the most appropriate electrochemical
method to detect changes on the electrode surface
occurring by ligand binding.

• Investigation of the optimal chemical structure for
an antibody-bound electroactive compound (e.g. fer-
rocene).

• Amplification of signals by enzymes.

5.4 Functional tracers for magnet resonance
imaging

R. Andres, PSI

Magnetic resonance (MR) tomography, as presently em-
ployed, yields excellent visual information on the interior
of the investigated object. Consequently, in medical appli-
cations, anatomical features of a pathological process can
be investigated in detail, resulting in a great sensitivity of
this method ("where is the lesion?"). However, it is occa-
sionally difficult to assess the nature of a visually detected
disease, and the specificity ("what is the lesion?") can be
inadequate.

In order to raise the specificity of MR-tomography sev-
eral approaches are possible:

A. Localized spectroscopy: With this method it is pos-
sible to analyse the chemical form of biological sub-
stances (phosphorus, hydrogen) in the diseased re-
gion. This information may give clues to the nature
of the pathological process. Substances to be investi-
gated must at least be present in micromolar concen-
trations.
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B. Contrast agents: These substances (e.g. gadolinium
chelates) differentially accumulate in lesions. Their
specificity is based on parameters such as flow, per-
meability and lipophilicity, and they must be present
in micromolar concentrations also.

Basic biochemical parameters such as cell surface antigens
or receptors usually occur in tissues in submicromolar con-
centrations. Due to inherent limitations of the strength of
MR-signals, these structures can never be imaged directly.
Therefore in situ amplification systems are needed, e.g.
magnetically active tracers.

Two approaches are possible for the conception of MR-
tracers:

A. Biospecific accumulation of materials, not (or bare-
ly) present in the body, in the pathological process
followed by a suitable imaging procedure (e.g. l9F).
Calculations indicate that substantial concentrations
of such materials must accumulate in the pathologi-
cal process to overcome the limitations of MR-signal
detection.

B. Accumulation of substances that magnetically influ-
ence the abundantly occurring hydrogen ('H). The
strongest of such influences are exerted by ferromag-
netic materials: Even in nanomolar concentrations
such ferromagnetic particles profoundly disturb the
relaxation behaviour of lH. This modification of 'H
signals can then be used to indirectly identify the pres-
ence of a ferromagnetic panicle.

The tracers investigated in the project MBA therefore can
be characterized as follows: Ferromagnetic (or superpara-
magnetic) particles linked to a "biological address", e.g. a
tumorspecific antibody.

Functional tracers for MR-tomography can not be treated
from a purely biochemical/pharmacological point of view.
Considerations relating to the establishment of highly sen-
sitive detection methods are also important. The project
MBA therefore aims at an investigation of an integral di-
agnostic system consisting of tracer, hardware and tracer-
adapted data acquisition.

Work in the project has progressed to the point where
a first biospecific tracer has been synthesized: Anli-CEA-
magnetit. The biological integrity of anti-CEA and the fer-
romagnetic nature of the material has been proved (Fig. 3).
Preliminary testing of this material (59Fe labelled) in nude
mice carrying a human tumor showed no accumulation in
the tumor. The reason for this failure is currently being
investigated and materials wilh different properties of the
magnetic moiety are being prepared.

Transversal Relaxation Rate
Iron Dextran and Iron Chloride

0.1 (
Iron Concentration (ug/ml)

—•— Fe-Oextron (lorrom.) - Fe-Chlorlde (

Fig. 3. Transversal relaxation rate (T2) of lH in gela-
tine phantoms containing various concentrations of iron
chloride and iron dextran particles. The stronger influence
of iron dextran particles on X2 indicate the ferromagnetic
form (magnetite) of the iron, suggesting a possible use of
these materials as MR-tracers. (Measurements courtesy of
Spectrospin AG).

In order to more carefully assess the boundary condi-
tions pertaining to the imaging process of such tracers,
a MR-tomograph has been ordered. This machine, hav-
ing a room temperature bore of 33 cm (available sample
space approx. 16 cm), represents the most modem type of
MR-tomograph currently available and is expected to be
operational in fall 1989.
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6. Positron Emission Tomography
(PET)

6.1 Study on accuracy determination and
quality control in positron emission tomogra-
phy

H. W. Reist, W. Kleeb, O. Stadelmann, A. EUcnberger, all
PSI

A quantitive use of the image data in PET requires a high
reproducibility of the measurements and a good accuracy
of the different necessary corrections to a\ oid systematical
errors. Some of the basic physical performance character-
istics of the positron scanner at PSI, a four ring machine
which allows the measurement of 7 planes, separated by
8 mm, simultaneously ' are illuminated in view of quan-
titative studies.

One aspect of the reproducibility is the stability of the
detectors and electronics. To lest the count rale unifor-
mity the deviations in the count rate of each detector from
the average value of all detectors is recorded with a rotat-
ing plane source, uniformly filled with a Ge-68 solution.
If the normalized count rate of a single detector deviates
more than 10 % from the mean value, the detectors have
to be recalibrated to keep the accuracy in quantitative PET
studies.

The sensitivity in the determination of regional activity
distributions is assayed with a cylinder (i.d. 20 cm) uni-
formly filled with a F-18 or Ge-68 solution. At constant
temperature the sensitivity varies less than 0.3 % over a S
hour period and less than 6 % over a week. The normal-
ized image count sensitivity amounts to 7.8 E - 05 image
counts/s.ml per Bq/ml regional activity and varies up to 6
% between different planes.

The reconstructed image uniformity is measured with the
same cylinder by recording the normalized image counts
out of many regions of different sizes which are uniformly
distributed over the whole image. These normalized im-
age counts differ from each other up to 5 %.

In order to see the effects of temperature variations the
temperature inside the gantry was recorded at 6 differ-
ent positions along the circumference of the detector ring
close to the detector-photomultiplier assemblies as func-
tion of the room temperature. In Fig. 1 just the lowest
and highest temperature measured at the lower and upper
ring position inside the gantry is plotted. The values of the
other positions lie in between. The temperature spread in-
creases by 5 % per degree centigrade increase of the room
temperature whereas the image count sensitivity varies 2
% per degree centigrade change of the room temperature

Dependance of the Detector Temperature
on the Room Temperature

(upper and lower Value)

§ ••

Room Temperature (cenllgiadei)

Dependance of the Activity Calibration Factor
on the average Detector Temperature

•Model 933-04/16, CTI PET SYSTEMS Inc., Knoiville, USA

Average Detector Temperature (cmtlgrades)

(Fig. 2). This observed temperature drift of the electronics
makes it advisable to keep the room temperature constant.

Important for quantitation of the data, is the attenuation
correction of the radiation coming out of the body. The
measured attenuation is affected by compton scattering.
To test the quality of this correction the normalized image
counts were measured in two scans after applying a mea-
sured attenuation correction in both cases. The first scan
was performed with a tube of lucite (i.d. 16 mm, o.d. 20
mm) uniformly filled with a F-18 solution with the tube
centered in the gantry opening. In the second scan this
tube was inserted axially into a water filled cylinder of 20
cm diameter and centered in the gantry. The ratio of the
normalized image counts of the first scan to the second
one was (0.93 ± 0.07).

Partial volume errors in the evaluation of small regions
are closely related to the spatial resolution. In the center
of the gantry the transaxial resolution in an image recon-
structed with a Ramp filter is S mm. A Hanning filler
improves the image quality but decreases the resolution to
8.5 mm. Thus, an activity determination out of a region
of 8.5 mm diameter recovers 30 % of the activity inside
a cylinder of 9 mm i.d. using a Hanning filter for the re-
construction neglecting an additional reduction due to the
limited axial resolution of 8 mm. The problem of partial
volume errors has to be further investigated.
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The count rate performance was approved by recording
the normalized image count at increasing activity with a
cylinder 20 cm (i.d.) uniformly filled with a F-18 solution.
The image counts showed a linear activity dcpendance up
to 2.OE4 Bq/ml regional activity. In current studies the
upper regional activity amounts to 1.2E3 Bq/ml.

To sum up, already nowadays many quantitative PET stud-
ies can be performed. Improving the technique will further
enlarge the field of new applications.

6.2 Synthesis of ("Q Raclopride

A, Gut and M. Argcntini, R. Wcinrcich, PSI, together with
S. Ofner and W. Schilling, Ciba-Geigy AG, Basel

(S)-2-Hydroxy-3,5-dichloro-6-ineihoxy-N-[l-
ethylpyrrolidinyl)-methyl] -benzamide or Raclopridc <ft)

proved to be a potent and selective Dopamine-D2+ recep-
tor ligand. Because of its low dissociation constant K©
and of its high ratio between specific and unspecific recep-
tor binding affinity, (UC) Raclopride was used as suitable
ligand for the visualization of Dopamine-D2 receptors1.
In a swedish study, Raclopride first was labelled by N-
alkylation with (1-"C) Ethyl iodide1. Later, the more
simple and rapid O-methylation with ("O Methyl iodide
was developed.

Analogous to the second procedure, at PSI was produced
(lIC) Raclopride: (UC)CO2 is prepared by the nuclear
reation HN(p,a)uC, and it was reduced to (nC) Methanol
by Lithium aluminium hydride. (nC)Methanol was trans-
formed to ( n C) Methyl iodide by hydroiodic acid. Un-
der argon gas atmosphere, the labelled Methyl iodide was
introduced into the reaction solution, desmethyl raclo-
pride and NaOH in hydrous dimenthyl sulfoxide. The
labelled compound was separated and purified by HPLC.
The chemical and radiochemical purities are > 99 %, re-
spectively. For injection purpose, the Raclopride is dis-
solved in physiologic phosphate buffer (pH 6.8) and is
tested to be sterile and pyrogen free. The activity concen-
tration now is 1 mCi/ml.

6.3 (18F) Fluoro-Deoxy-Glucose PET scans ap-
plied to patients with temporal lobe epilepsy

K. L. Leenders, A. Antonini, R. Fisch, H. W. Reist,
L. Wyer, R. Weinreich, PSI together with G. Wieser, Neu-
rologische Klinik Universitatsspital Zurich

Positron emission tomography (PET) makes it possible to
measure quantitatively energy metabolism and some neu-
rotransmitter functions in different regions of the human
brain in vivo. Several PET projects dealing with brain dis-
eases started in the autumn 1988. Particularly, the study
of patients with temporal lobe epilepsy (TLE) has been
shown to be gratifying1.

TLE can be effectively treated with surgery, provided a
wel! localized seizure generating focus can be demon-
strated. The most frequent form of TLE is the mediobasal
limbic one resulting in complex partial epileptic seizures,
and the best treatment is amygdalo-hippocampectomy
(AHE).

In about 80 % of patients PET measurements show non-
invasively the localization of the epilcptogenic focus in
the interictal state as a region of hypometabolism. This
region, however, is usually much larger than the patho-
logical lesion if present. It is unexplained why a small
surgical resection such as AHE can clinically be so effec-
tive when larger parts of the brain show impaired neuronal
function as expressed by energy consumption.

We have, therefore, set out to measure regional cerebral
glucose utilisation We patients wilh TLE using the tracer
[18-F] FDG and PET before and after AHE. The first
goal was to determine whether remote impaired energy
metabolism The first goal was to determine whether re-
mote impaired energy metabolism recovers after selective
surgery. If so, a differentation mechanism might be as-
sumed in larger regions of the brain.

To date 4 healthy volunteers and 10 patients wilh typi-
cal or atypical TLE were investigated at PSI (Table 1)

1 1 C-RACLOPRIDE
OH O

UESMETHVL - RACLOPRIDE t"c] - RACLOPRIDE

1. L. Farde, H. Hall, E. Ehmi, G. Sedvall, Science 231. 258 (1986)

2. E. Ehmi, L. Gawcli, T. Hogberg, T. de Paulis und P. Strom, J. Lab. Comp. Radiopharm. 24, 931 (1987).
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Table 1: Clinical data of healthy controls and patients.

Subjects

Controls
no 1
no 2
no 3
no 4

TLE
(typical)

no 1
no 2
no 3
no 4
no S
no 6
no 7

TLE
(atypical)

no 1
no 2
no 3

Age

37
57
52
49

49±9

26
24
18
33
43
39
15

29±10

48
56
20

41.3±19

F/M

M
F
F
M

F
M
M
M
M
F
M

F
M
M

R/L

-
-
-
-

R
L
L
R
L
R
L

-
-
-

Operation
pre

-

-

pre
-

pre
pre
pre
-
-

-

-

post

-
-
-

post
post

-
-
-

post
post

-
-
-

TLE = Temporal Lobe Epilepsy; F/M = Female/Male; R/L
= right or left brain affected; pre = measurement before
operation; post = after operation.

using PET and [18F] FDG. This compound is adminis-
tered intravenously in trace amounts. The PET scanner
is able to detect the uptake of this tracer into tissue like
e.g. the brain, because of specific decay characteristics of
18F.For each region in the brain a time-activity curve can
be determined in absolute units (tnicrocurie per ml tissue).
The build-up and wash-out of tracer in a certein brain re-
gion are often compared with the radioactivity delivered
to the brian through the arterial system. A series of blood
samples taken from a small indwelling radial artery can-
nula provides this information. The next step, namely
calculation of the bio-chemical transport parameters, is
achieved by applying curve-fitting methods on the basis
of the mathematical-kinetic three-compartment model. In
the case of [18F] FDG, a well-known tracer to measure
energy metabolism, the phosphorylation rate of glucose
(equal to cerebral metabolism, the phosphorylation rate of
glucose (equal to cerebral metabolic rate of glucose:
CMRglu) is obtained (micromol. lOOml"1. min"1).

For 3 ROI's (regions of interest) preliminary results are
summarised in Table 2. Our control values for CMRglu
compare well with published values2. As expected, typical
TLE patients had clearcut regional hypometabolism (-22
%) in that temporal lobe which on electrophysiological
grounds generated the epileptic seizures. The unaffected
brain side and the ROI's in frontal and occipital lobes on
the affected side showed normal values for glucose utili-
sation. Atypical TLE patients had normal CMRglu values
throughout and showed less side to side differences (- 8.7
%) of the temporal lobe brain regions compared to Ithe pa-
tients with the typical form of the disease. However, the
overlap is considerable and the number of studied subjects
is still small.

The operated patients showed a much larger side-lo-side
difference (average -53 %) at the level of the temporal
lobe by the AHE (see introduction) operation. But also
the other temporal lobe regions (not shown here) showed
similar hypometabolism. In all patients the operation had
resulted in complete stopping of the epileptic seizures.

These preliminary results suggest that the epileptic seizures
themselves are not responsible for the rather widespread
metabolic changes in the temporal lobe. One patient had
been scanned before and 3 months after operation, while
the other three patients had had their operation one to three
years previously. It is unclear why the operated patients
had rather high CMRglu values in frontal and occipital
lobes.

A more detailed analysis will be carried out in a larger
group of patients comprising of more paired pre- and post-
operative investigations and including other ROI's such as
cerebellum, thalamus and striatum. Differential analysis
of separate temporal cortical regions will be undertaken
matching the metabolic data with the structural informa-
tion obtained through magnetic resonance imaging tech-
niques.

Literature

1) Henry, T. R., Engel, J., Mazziotta, J. C. (1988):
PET studies of functional cerebral anatomy in hu-
man epilepsy. In: Anatomy of epileptogenesis, eds.
B. Meldmm et al., pp 155-178. London: John Libbey
& Company Ltd.

2) Lammertsma, A. A., Brooks, D. J., Frackowiak,
R. S. J., Beaney, R. P., Herald, S., Heather, J. D.,
Palmer, A. J., Jones, T. (1987): Measurement of
glucose utilisation with [ 18F ]2-fluoro-2-deoxy-D-
glucose: a comparison of different analytical meth-
ods, J. Cerebral blood flow and metabolism 7:161-
172.
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Table 2: Cerebral metabolic rate of glucose consumption (CMRglu) in several brain regions of healthy controls
and patients with temporal lobe epilepsy measured using [18F] fluorodeoxyglucose and PET.

Controls Average of all ROI's:

Laterally

TLE
Typical
pre-op.

TLE
Typical
pre-op.

TLE
Atypical

(lower/higher) %

no 1
no 2
no 3
no 4

no 1
no 2
no 3
no 4

n o l
no 2
no 3

Temporal

D
14.0
16.2
29.3
27.5

22.0
±7.8

21.4
16.3
13.9
12.6

16.1
±3.9

R
31.2
33.8
35.7

33.6
±2.3

29.1
±4.8

14±10

H
19.6
26.0
32.7
30.8

27.3
±5.8

43.3
30.5
34.5
28.2

34.1
±6.7

L
32.2
37.5
41.1

36.9
±4.5

Lobe

%

%D/H
-29%
-38%
-10%
-11 %

-22.%
±13.8

-51%
-47%
-60%
-55%

-53%
±5.6

%low/high
-3%
-10%
-13%

-8.7 %
±5.1

FL
38.4
±9.8

20.2
35.5
43.1
35.6

33.6
±9.6

44.8
51.1
47.3
40.3

45.9
±4.5

36.7
35.9
43.0

38.5
±3.9

OL
34.4
±7.1

21.3
35.6
43.8
36.4

34.3
±9.4

43.9
53.2
45.8
38.7

47.9
±8.0

36.6
41.4
41.6

39.9
±2.8

Units are micromol.min"1.100ml"1 L.C. used was 0.52. FL and OL are frontal and occipital lobe respectively.
ROI = region of interest. D = diseased, H = healthy brain side in the patients.
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7. Radionnuclides for medical use

7.1 Production of 72Se/72As and raSe by
medium energy protons

R. Schwarzbach, R. Weinreich, Z. B. Alfassi,
P. Smith-Jones, all PSI

and

None of the essential bioelements sulphur and phosphorus
has radioisotopes convenient for in vivo scanning. Thus,
homologues were looked for among selenium and arsenic
radioisotopes, and attention was focused on the positron
emitters 7.1 - h 73Se and the 8.5 - d 72Se/26.0 - h 72As
generator.

Table 1 shows the published routes for obtaining both se-
lenium radioisotopes. Under the particle, energy and beam
current conditions of the Paul Scherrer Institute Injector II
cyclotron, the reactions

75As (p, xn) 72>73Se
and 79Br(p, axn) 7 2 r aSe

seemed to be most promising. The production functions
were measured by the conventional stacked-foil technique
using Cu3As2 alloy (S) and KBr respectively, as pellet ma-
terial. The beam current was monitored by inserted copper
foils as well as by the copper content in the alloy serving
as internal monitor.

Table 1: Production Routes for n S e and T3Se

Reaction Energy (MeV) Weld QiCi / pAh)

RbBr (p, spall)
""'Gc (°,xn)

"•'Ge (3He,xn)
""'GeOj (a,xn)
"-'GcOi (3Hc, xn)
"As (p,in)
"As (p,xn)
T5AsCd,xil)
CujAsj (p.xn)
Cu3Asj (p.xn)
KBr (p,xn)

N.D. ~ not detennined

800
38
40
40
40
37
50
40
43
55
70
70

"Se

3.1
16
18
28

595
42
12

462
37

™Sc

57.7

580
1030
540
403

76,500
38.000
17,600
35,000

9,900

"Se

1
1.4
2.9
2.1

N.D.
19
35
15
10
29

1
2
3
3
4
4
3
6
6

This work
This work
This work

In the experiments using arsenic alloy as target material,
the excitation function of Ref. (3) was remeasured and
extended to higher energies (fig. 1). Under the same cor-
rections as given in Ref. (3), it showed slightly smaller
values. In the Paul Scherrer Institute cyclotron, however,
100 mCi amounts for both nuclides can be achieved eas-
ily. The production function for 72Se, 73Se and 75Se from
KBr as target material was measured to our knowledge

Fig. 1. Cross sections of formation of both 72Se and
by proton activation of arsenic.

101

Fig. 2. Formation of both 72Se and 73Se by proton acti-
vation of KBr.

for the first time (fig. 2). The yields for 72Se are unex-
pectedly low, this reaction will perhaps not play a role for
production purposes. For 73Se, however, the easier han-
dling of target material and the following chemistry might
compensate the disadvantage of the lower yield.

For the chemical separation of the produced radionuclides,
both routes wet chemistry as well as thermochromatogra-
phy were followed. The arsenic content of the alloy is
removed by sublimation in N2 atmosphere, saturated with
HCI gas, at 300 - 400° C (fig. 3). The remaining porous
material is dissolved in HNO3, and selenium is separated
from copper in an A12O3 column at 7N HNO3.

For the "Se/^As generator, two eluo'on methods were
tested. The first, elution with hot water, confirmed the re-
sults obtained in Ref. (2). The thermochromatographic
separation is occuring quantitatively, but is technically
more costly. The choice of the procedure will probably
depend on the following handling of the 72 As material.
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SUBLIMATION OF ARSENIC
AND SELENIUM

FROM ACTIVATED Cu3 As 2 ALLOY
100-r//-

gao-

• 60

40

T4As
V

75Se

o-t//
0 250 300 350 400 450 500

Sublimation temperature (°C)
Sublimation time: 1 h
Flushing gas: nitrogen or air saturated with HCI

Fig. 3.
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7.2 The production of 52Fe with a medium en-
ergy proton accelerator

P. Smith-Jones and R. Weinreich, both PS1

Iron-52 (tl/2 = 8.27 h) is a useful radioisotope in nu-
clear medicine not only for its incorporation in iron base
radiopharmaceuticals (1,2), but also as a nuclide generator
for the myocardical imaging agent 52mMn (t{/2 = 21.1m)
(3.4).

Proton induced reactions for the production of positron
emitting radionuclides, suitable for PET investigations, us-
ing proton beams in the region of 40-72 MeV are being
investigated as part of the routine research and develop-
ment at the Paul Scherrer Institute.

Various production routes for 52Fc have been demonstrated
and are summarized in Table 1.

Table 1: Production Methods [or " F c

Reaction Energy (McV) Yield OiCi / jiAh)
"Fe " F e w F c

" ' O r Clio, in)

""Cr (JHe,«n)

"Mn (p.4n)

""'Nl (p,«n)

N.D.: nol tlctennincd

30
44
65

23
44

63
30-70
39-73

I9B.6-200
54.668.8

3.3
8.0
12.5

0.7
65

160
200
(70

120
SS6

0.54 (16%)
N.D,

0.74 (« « )

0.1102 (0.3%)
N.D.

N.D.
1.4 10.7%)

3.03 (0.3 %)

2.4 (2%) 0.245 (0.2%)
2.3 (0.4%) 0.200 (0.03 %)

6
8
7

9
8

8
3
5

3
This
WOlfc

The proion bombardment of a nickel target to produce
52Fe has already been reported but the 5SNi (p,3p4n) spol-
iation reaction was used only at 200 MeV (3). By studying
the available cross section data and Q values of the rela-
tive reactions involved, it became apparent that the 58Ni
(p,op2n) 52Fe reaction should have a miximum cross sec-
tion in the 60-65 MeV energy region. In addition to this,
the indirect formation of 55Fe via the 58Ni (p,a) 55Co and
58Ni (p,2p2n) 55Co reactions will be limited by both the
slower growing-in of the precursor 17.54-h 55Co and the
energy discrimination of the reactions involved. In com-
parison, the direct reation of 58Ni (p,3pn) 55Fe is thought
to be of a lower probability.

Figure 1 shows the production rates for HFe, 55Fe and
S9Fe from a natural nickel target "Fe was detected only
in very small amounts and is probably produced mainly
from the 64Ni (p.apn) since 61Ni(p,3p) and 62Ni(p,3pn)
reactions are not very probable. In any event the low
abundance of 61Ni, 63Ni and 64Ni is the factor determin-
ing the low amount of 59Fe.

From the data given in Table 1, it can be seen that the reac-
tion ""'Ni (pjm) 52Fe proves to be a preferable alternative
to the already known production reactions for 52Fe. Under
the energy/beam current conditions of the Paul Scherrer In-
stitute cyclotron, the yield to impurity relation encouraged
for the development of a routine production process.

The radiochemical separation was developed with regard
to a hot-cell-friencly elution process. Bombarded targets
of Ni (30 mm diameter, 2 mm thickness or 12.6 g) were
dissolved in concentrated nitric acid and after dissolution
the solution evaporated to near dryness. The salts obtained
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IRON RADIONUCLIDES PRODUCED FROM
PROTON IRRADIATION OF NICKEL

10'

40 SO 60

Proton energy (MeV)

70

were decomposed and dissolved in 8 M hydrochloric acid
(HCl)). The solution obtained was loaded onto a 20 ml col-
umn of AG1-X2 anion exchanger (100-200 mesh, Cl-form,
pre-loaded with 8 M HCl). Nickel was rapidly eluted un-
der these conditions, another 20 ml of 8 M HCl was used
to remove remaining traces. The cobalt activities were
eluted with 60 ml of 4 M HCl. Finally, 52Fe was eluted
with 40 ml of 0.1 M HCl.
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7.3 Development of a production process for
82Sr

I. Huszar, J. Jegge, R. Weinreich and He You Feng, all
PSI.

Among the generator produced positron positron emitters,
recently 75-sec 82Rb found widespread interest in nuclear
cardiology. For this reason, some suppliers of radiophar-
maceuticals asked about a production of its parent nuclide
25.5-d 82Sr at Paul Scherrer Institute.

Since the running of the Injector II cyclotron and the use
of a splitted beam exclusively for radionuclide production
(1986), the technical starting point for the development
of production was given. The procedure is very similar
to the recently published BNL procedure (1). Target pel-
lets of RbC 1(2.1 S g cm"2), sealed into Al capsules, are
bombarded with the 72 MeV proton beam of the Injector
II cyclotron. The energy range used for production lies
between 67 and 49 MeV. After irradiation, the capsule is
cut open and the irradiated salt is dissolved in a buffer
solution with a pH value of 9.5.

For column separation three materials were compared:
AUO3 (T, 70-230 mesh), Cellex-p and Chelex-100 (100-
200 mesh). All three materials proved to be quiet suitable,
but the desorption of Sr in 0.1 N HCl was quantitatively
only for Chelex-100 (see fig.l). The desorbed material can
be loaded onto a generator column without difficulties.

Volume (ml)

Fig. 1. Desorption profiles of Strontium from A12O3, Cellex
P and Chelex-100 columns. Eluant 0.1 N HCl. Flow rate
1.0 ml/mm. Column bed size A12O3 (2.0 ml). Cellex P (2.0
ml) Chelex-100 (2.0 ml)
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In small test irradiations (ljtAh) the yield was 260
pCi//iAh and reached almost the theoretical yield calcu-
lated from the excitation function (2). With higher inte-
grated currents (up to 10,000 /iAh at 40 /iAh) the yield
dropped to ISO pCi//iAh with a ratio 85Sr/82Sr < 0.3 at
EOB.

1. Mausner, L. F., Prach T., Srivastava, S. C , Appl.
Radiat. Isotopes 28, 181-184 (1987).

2. Horiguchi, T., Noma, H., Yoshizawa, Y., Takemi, H.,
Hasai, H., Kiso, Y., Int. J. Appl. Radiat. Isotopes
3J., 141-151 (1980).

7.4 Single range stage ECR ion source for the
mass separation of Xenon radioisotopes Fig. I. ECR Ionic Source (cross-section)

M. Hofer, H. W. Reist, PS1

The important medical radionuclide 1-123 should ideally
be produced in a isotopically pure form to reduce the ra-
diation exposure to patients and to improve the quality
of the in vivo diagnostic images. The properties of the
isotope production facility at PS1 are well suited to the [I-
127(p,5n)Xe-123 — 1-123] reaction. Unfortunately, this
method does produce some 1-125 as a major contaminant.

It is proposed that the mass separation technique be used
to resolve the two Iodine isotopes. The separation step
should take place in the xenon stage of the reaction to fa-
cilitate the handling of the products. The most important
component of the separator is the ion source which must
meet a number of stringent prerequisites.

The main features of ECR ion sources (high efficiency,
almost unlimited lifetime, stable running conditions, low
ion energy spread) make them, when optimized for a high
yield at charge state +1, ideally suited for on-line mass
separation. For this reason a single stage 6.4 GHz test
source was built at PSI (fig. 1).

Source geometry and operation conditions were optimized
for the separation of xenon radioisotopes. In a systematic
study the number of significant parameters was reduced
to three (microwave power, axial magnetic field, source
pressure). Different support gases were tested and an ion-
ization efficiency of 60 % for singly charged xenon was
achieved with hydrogen as support gas. Best results were
found at a source pressure of 5.10-4 mbar and at a mi-
crowave power level of about 100 W.

Experimental resultes were compared with charge state
distribution models to find a consistent data set for the
plasma properties. A comparison of our results with data
published for similar ECR sources was performed. It
proved the advantages of this source type for the mass
separation of gaseous isotopes in terms of efficiency and
reliability.
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8. Radiation Biology

8.1 DNA strand-breaks and growth inhibition
by ionizing radiation

M. Item-Affentranger and W. Burkart, PSI

Introduction

Most investigations concerning radiation induced dam-
age, like for example DNA strand-breaks, are carried out
with methods which provide mean values of a population.
However, the interesting point in basic and clinical re-
search is to know how single cells in a population under
treatment react, and also to distinguish subpopulations.

The analysis of cell populations in a flow cytometer is
a relatively new technique with a large field of applica-
tions. The essential points are, that single cells can be
examined in a short time period (500-1000 cells per sec),
and that these cells need not be labelled. Therefore clinical
applications based on biopsy material are possible.

Flow cytometric detection of radiation in-
duced DNA strand-breaks

A combination of alkaline treatment of intact cells and
subsequent staining with acridine orange allows the quan-
tification of DNA strand breaks (see fig. 1A). Acridine
orange emits green fluorescence when bound to double-
stranded DNA (515-590 nm), and red fluorescence (> 630
nm) when bound to single-stranded DNA or RNA (RNA
staining has no influence in this assay). The ratio of red
to green fluorescence reflects the number of DNA strand
breaks (see fig. IB).

riMiimuti '3«nii

Fig. 1. A) Preparation of irradiated cells for the measure-
ment of single- and double-stranded DNA B) Schematic
diagram of radiation induced damage in DNA and depen-
dent fluorescence wavelength of acridine orange.

GTMD FluoraicMU

Fig. 2. Scattergrams showing distribution of CHO-K1
cells irradiated with different doses (X-ray) and stained
with acridine orange after alkaline unwinding. The ratio
of double-stranded (green fluorescence) to singe-stranded
DNA (red fluorescence) is presented.

Angle C)

10 20

Dose (Gy)

- Experiment 1 —*~ Experiment 2

Fig. 3. Dose-response curve given as angle between the ra-
tio of untreated and irradiated CHO-K1 cell-populations.

CHO-K1 cells (Chinese hamster ovary-cells) irradiated
with various doses of X-rays, show a dose dependent in-
crease in the red fluorescence signal with a decrease in
green signal (see fig. 2). An evaluation of the graphs
in fig. 2 is made by determining the ratio of the two
fluorescence signals per cell for the different cell popu-
lations. This results in an angle between irradiated cells
and untreated cells, which demonstrates a dose dependent
increase of the red/green ratio (fig. 3). The typical, uni-
form distribution of DNA strand-breaks over the whole
cell population can also be seen.
For studying the repair behaviour, CHO-K1 cells were ir-
radiated with IS Gy and then incubated for different lime-
periods at 37° C to allow DNA strand-break repair. In
fig. 4, the results of two independent experiments are pre-
sented with a repair-incubation-dependent decrease of the
red/green ratio. After 60 min. the fluorescence intensity
reaches the level of control values. It is also possible to
distinguish between cells in the G<,AJI -, S-, and G2-pnases
of the mitotic cell-cycle through spectrum analysis. A re-
pair half-time of about 9-12 min can be determined.
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Fig. 4. DNA-repair shown as the decrease of the angle be-
tween untreated and irratiated CHO-K1 cell-populations
(15 Gy). which were incubated at 37° Cfor different time
periods.

I
Fig. 5. Cell cycle analysis of M3-1 cells, which have in-
corporated different doses of iodine-125 in the DNA.

Influence of iodine-125 on the mitotic cell cy-
cle of mammalian cells

Iodine-125 decays by electron capture. Each decay gives
rise to two Auger cascades of about 20 electrons, leading
to highly localized damage (range 2 nm). The influence
of iodine-125, as compared to X-rays on the cell cycle,
was analysed. DNA content, i.e. cell cycle stage, was
measured with DAPI (4",6-diamo-2-Phenylindole), which
binds quantitatively to DNA and is used for the flow cy-
tometric analyses.

M3-1 cells (Chinese hamster bone marrow cells), irradiated
with 2 Gy (X-ray), show a Gj-block which is recognis-

able 2 h after treatment. A high number of the cells can
recover from this radiation induced G-j-block. This is ev-
ident from a high colony fonning capacity at this dose of
about 70 %. Twenty-four hours later, a typical cell cycle
distribution is found.

Cell populations with incorporation of iodine-125 as iodo-
deoxyuridine in the DNA, show pronounced changes in the
course of the mitotic cell cycle (fig. Sa +b). At therapeu-
tic doses (12 kBq/ml), a G2-block occurs comparable with
the situation in cells treated with 2 Gy ot X-ray. At higher
doses (185 kBq/ml) a mid-S-, late-S-phase block, and G2-
block can be distinguished. Contrary to the X-ray treated
cells, most of the cells can not recover from the iodine-125
decay. The colony-forming capacity at the highest tested
dose (185 kBq/ml), is 1-0.5 %. Autoradiogramms pro-
duced show both unlabelled (possibly Go- or non-cycling
Gi -cells) and labelled colonies (possibly late S-phase cells
with little, non-lethal incorporated activity). These strong
effects are only seen when the decaying iodine-125 is lo-
cated in the DNA (range 2nm) of the cells, which is the
case for DNA bound 125-I-dUrd.

8.2 An in vitro method for determining gas-
trointestinal uptake of actinide nuclides

G.Perewusnyk, P. Blauenstein and W. Burkart, PSI

To estimate the radiation hazard and the chemical tox-
icily of heavy elements of the nuclear fuel cycle, the in
vivo distribution of several actinides has been measured in
different animals. The understanding of the uptake mech-
anism on the subcellular level and of the kinetics of (he
transport across the lipid bi-layer is an important prereq-
uisite to predict gastrointestinal transfer coefficients under
environmental conditions. The elucidation of the trans-
port process also allows the estimation of the influence of
confounding substances, such as complexing or reducing
agents, present in the diet. An efficient prevention or re-
duction of the rptake of actinides from the gastrointestinal
tract in emergency situations is also dependent on a thor-
ough knowledge of the transmembrane transport rate in the
intestine. Measurements of this parameter can be made by
an in vitro method using brush border membrane vesicles.
This assay also allows the experimental conditions to be
varied beyond the restrictions set by living animals.

Ferric iron offers several advantages as a model for ura-
nium uptake. Although the chemistry of the actinides is
quite different from that of iron, plutonium, americium
and neptunium are complexed with high affinity by iron
binding proteins. There are also other similarities in the
chemistry of iron and the actinides which enable ferric iron
to be used as an actinide surrogate. Some comparative
studies with iron and uranium complexes of nitrotriacetic
acid are described.
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The established method rur determining uptake in vitro has
been modified to make it applicable for aciinide studies.
Early results with the adapted method were obtained for
uranium. Uranyl uptake was rapid (figure 1), and equi-
librium was reached after three minutes. This rate was
very fast in comparison to ferric iron uptake, which does
not reach equilibrium even after two hours. It was also
found that temperature dependence is significantly greater
than expected for a simple diffusion through the membrane
(figure 2). Furthermore, uranium uptake showed a strong
dependence on the concentration of free UO2

 2 + .

0.25 1 5
time [min]

60

Fig. 1. Time course of uranyl uptake at 37" C. Within three
minutes the equilibrium of the uranyl uptake is reached, 18
liM uranyl and 1.8 mM NTA were used.

It was found that nitrilotriacelate (NTA) is a suitable chela-
tor for both uranium and iron, although not to the same
extent due to different stability constants. Although a ratio
of 2:1 NTA:Fe is optimal, it is necessary to work with a
ratio 100:1 NTA:U.

As uranium behaves completely different than other ac-
tinides, with regard to the in vitro method for determining
gastrointestinal uptake, studies on neptunium were carried
out to develop an in vitro method applicable for other ac-
tinides. This method is valuable for the determination of
the uptake mechanisms of actinides other than uranium
and as an alternative to animal studies for performing risk
assessments.

0.25 1 2 3
time [minj

Fig. 2. Temperature dependence of uranyl uptake. 18
UOi (N03h and 1.8 mM NTA were used.
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9. Radon

Radon sources and parameters influencing the
indoor radon level in Swiss dwellings Radon sources

R. Crameri, Ch. Schuler, D. Furrer, H. Buser and
W. Burkart, PSI

The importance of the radon problem from the radiologi-
cal point of view is illustrated by the fact that the indoor
exposure to radon and radon decay products amounts to
more than 40 % of the total effective dose to which the
population is exposed, both from natural and man-made
sources. In order to develop strategies for the mitigation of
the radon problem, an investigation of the most important
parameters influencing the sources and the mechanisms of
the vadon transport in the indoor environment is required.

The main sources responsible for the indoor radon con-
centration are the geology of the subsoil, water supplies,
and building materials. The radium contents and the radon
emanation of the (Swiss) building materials so far inves-
tigated, are in the range of the values obtained for other
European building materials (table 1). The radon contribu-
tion expected from these building materials is quite small
and much lower than the observed average indoor radon
concentration. The contribution from tap water consump-
tion was estimated to be in the range of 2-5 % of the total.
The dominant source of radon is the soil underlying the
buildings.

Table ): RadionucUde content and radon emanation from building materials used in Switzerland compared to
the values reported for other countries.

Building-
maicrial

Gypsum

Phospho-
gypsum

Cement

Gravel

Sand

Bricks

Country

FRO
NL
S
USA
CH

FRG
NL
S
USA
;H

FRG
NL
S
USA
CH

FRO
NL
S
USA
CH

FRO
NL
S
USA
CH

FRG
NL
S
USA
CH

Number
of samples

23
4
_
12
3

33
3
_
_
12

14
6
_
4
4

4
_
4
6

SO
4
_
2
13

109
14
_
6
4

cRa

18
6.5
4.0
12
15

592
450
15
_

687

26
27
55
SO
23

—
9.7
48
15
2S

IS
8.1
_
34
24

59
39
96
44
48

(Bqkg-1)

10
6.0
1.0
2.1
1.7

16
8.7
62

24

18
19
47
8.2
16

_

13
73
16
15

18
11
_

9.8
21

67
41
127
43
46

96
28
22
62
49

96
120
48
_

36

241
230
241
93

236

_

140
818
216
367

241
200

_
958
373

637
S60
962
525
793

En

_

_
_

6.3
3.4

_

-
_
_
-

_

_
1.0
5.1

_

_
12
6.4

_

_
_
12
5.5

_

_
_
1.0
4.1
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The role of the basement structure

Even in areas where high average indoor radon concen-
trations are observed, only a moderate fraction of houses
reach critical concentrations. This suggests that building
characteristics may play an important role in the determi-
nation of the radon entry rate. Bare earth floors in the
cellar, a common characteristic of Swiss homes, have the
potential for high radon entry rates. In contrast, basements
sealed against the soil with a concrete slab are expected
to have a reduced permeability for the radon-rich soil gas.
Thus, the radon concentration in the cellar of homes with
a basement in direct contact with the soil is expected to be
on average higher than the concentration in the cellar of
homes with a basement sealed against the soil by a con-
crete slab. To assess the influence of a bare earth basement
to the indoor radon concentration, the values obtained for
SO pairs of adjacent homes differing in the basement struc-
ture were pooled and the difference for each pair calcu-
lated. The results reported in table 2 indicate a significant
increase in the average radon concentration by a factor of
2 for the living quarters of homes with a basement in di-
rect contact with the soil. The radon concentration in the
cellar clearly influences the radon concentration in the liv-
ing quarters. Thus, radon infiltration from the basement to
higher floors due to vertical air movements is responsible
for the main part of the radon detected in the higher floors
of the investigated homes.

The contribution of the soil to the indoor
radon concentration

The contribution from the soil to the indoor radon concen-
tration in the cellar can be estimated if the radon exhalation
rate from the soil, the air exchange rate, the volume of the
room, and the surface in contact with the soil are known.
The mathematical relation is:

where:

C(rB)

s
e
V
n

C ( r n ) OUtdOOr

= radon concentration in the room (Bqm~3)
= exhalation surface (m2)
= radon exhalation rate (Bqm~2h-1)
= volume of the room (m3)
= air exchange (h"1)

Measurements of radon exhalation rate, radon gas concen-
trations and air exchange were performed simultaneously,
and the contribution of the soil to the radon concentration
of the cellar calculated according to the relation mentioned
above. Thus the difference between measured radon con-
centrations and calculated ones can be attributed to sources
different from the soil. The results summarised in table 3,
show the dominant role of the soil as a radon source in
the cellar of the investigated homes.

Table 2: Analysis of the radon concentration of SO paint of adjacent dwellings differing in their basement structure.

Basement
structure

bare earth (1)
concrete slab (2)

cellar (A1-A2)
ground floor (BI - B2)
first floor (Cl • C2)

cellar (A)

1715(398)
569 (136)

Difference

1146
176
113

Radon gas concentration
Bqm-3 (S.D. of the mean)

ground floor (B)

330 (57)
154(22)

(S.D.) P

(423) « 0 . 0 0 5
(58) <0.0025
(39) <0.O05

first floor (C)

241 (36)
128 (17)

Ratio (1:2)

3.01
2.14
1.88

Table 3: Contribution from the soil to the radon gas concentration of the cellar in two selected homes.

House Measurement
period

Exhalation rate
from the soil
Bqm-J h"1

Air exchange
rate

perh

Surface
in contact
with the
soU (mJ)

volume
of (he
room
m3

Rn-conccnirarion (Bqm-3)
contribution from

nil adulation
cslcui&icd nicisuicd

soU
contribu-

tion
ft

1
2
2

19.6.
21.5.
26.5.

- 30.7.86
- 25.5.87
- 02.7.87

508
2606
3373

0.52
0.06
0.07

19.2
36
36

40.3
189
189

465
8273
9178

482
9848
10123

96.5
84.0
90.7
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Mechanisms involved in the transport of
radon from the cellar to the higher floors

As shown above, the structure of the basement and the
contribution from the soil are determinant for the radon
concentration detected in the cellar of homes. The con-
centration in the cellar must account for the main part of
the radon detected in higher floors, because building mate-
rials and the radon content of drinking water are negligible
in terms of radon sources. Therefore, vertical air move-
ments between the floors are responsible for the transport
of radon to higher floors. Airflows generated by tempera-
ture dependent pressure differences across the walls of the
building, and between the basement underlying the house
and higher floors, can be detected during periods when
the temperature difference indoor-outdoor is positive (fig-
ure 1). During periods when airflows between cellar and
higher floors are detectable, the concentration of radon de-
cay products in higher floors generally increases, as shown
in figure 2. An estimation has been made for the activity
of radon decay products which may be transported by air-
flow. A mean airflow upwards of only 0.04 ms"1 through
a cross-section area of only 0.2 m2 generates a vertical vol-
ume airflow of about 17 nrr3tr'. Assuming an average
radon daughter concentration in the cellar of 100 Bqm~3

correlated with the above mentioned air flow volume, up
to 1700 Bqh"1 of radon decay products are transported
to higher floors. Therefore, it appears plausible that the
vertical transport of radon from the cellar to higher floors
is sufficient to explain the high radon concentrations mea-
sured in the living quarters of buildings.
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Fig. 1. Correlation between vertical airflow and tempera-
ture difference.
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Fig. 2. Qualitative correlation between vertical airflow and
the fluctuation of the concentration of radon decay prod-
ucts in higher floors.
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10. Radioecology

10.1 Transfer of radionuclides to food plants
by foliar uptake

P. Kopp, O. Oestling, W. GOrlich and W. Burkart, PSI

Radioecology is concerned with the behaviour of radionu-
clides in the environment. From the scientific point of
view, there is no difference if these radionuclides are nat-
urally occurring, or if they are generated as routine releases
during the nuclear fuel cycle, or by accident. The uptake
of radionuclides via the roots and the leaves, and the sub-
sequent transfer to the edible parts of the plants, represent
the most important pathways responsible for the radioac-
tive contamination of food.

After the Chernobyl accident, elevated cesium-activity was
found in fruits and nuts, which could not be easily ex-
plained by root uptake or external contamination.

Laboratory experiments showed, that considerable frac-
tions of radionuclides from solutions deposited on the sur-
face of the leaves, could be transfered to the edible parts
of plants. For this purpose the plants were experimen-
tally contaminated on the upper leaf surface by applying
an aqueous solution of a mixture of Na1 3 1I, 134CsCl and
85SrCl2, as small droplets.

The amount of activity which could be washed off after
application as a function of time (figure 1) was investi-
gated. It can be seen, that most of the strontium could be
washed off the leaf over a long period of time, while most

o —0— o-

Strontium
3-8 -O- - o-o—o-

Timc after application (hours)

Fig. 1. Radioactivity retained by potato leaves when
washed at various intervals following foliar application.
Filled symbols: remaining activity in the applied leaf after
washing. Open Symbols: activity collected in the water.

of the cesium and iodine could only be washed off within
the first few hours after application.

The transfer coefficients for radionuclides from the leaves
to the edible parts of various plants are of prime interest.
In all experiments, the amount of iodine and strontium
transferred to beans, potatoes and radishes, was found to
be negligible compared to cesium. The results of such
an exp-riment with radishes is shown in figure 2, where
the cesium-activity as a percentage of the total applied,
is plotted against the fresh weight of the edible part as a
percentage of the fresh weight of the whole plant. If the
activity was distributed evenly throughout the plant, the-
oretically a straight line with a slope equal to one should
result The results obtained from plants harvested between
S and 19 days after application of activity nearly reach that
slope.

Weight or radish as a percentage 01 the whole r-

Fig. 2. Cesium-activity in radishes (OF a percentage of the
total applied) following foliar application, plotted against
the percentage fresh weight of the radish. Circles: har-
vested 5-19 days after application. Squares: the plants
were showered once thoroughly with distilled water 2 - 7
hours after application, and harvested 6-18 days later.
The dotted line is reached if the applied activity is equally
distributed throughout the whole plant.

If the plants were showered once thoroughly with water for
one minute, wilhin two to seven hours after application,
the activity transfered to the edible pans of the radishes
was reduced by more than SO %. It must be emphasized
however, that the radioactive solution dried completely in
less than two hours after application, so that these results
do not merely reflect an effect of washing away the active
solution.

The uptake of cesium in beans and potatoes is similar
to radishes when harvested 30 - 37 days later. The expe-
riments described indicate that in the case of fall-out and
aerial deposition, foliar uptake is an important and fast
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process for food contamination. As much as 40% of the
deposited cesium can be transfered to the edible part of
some plants within a few days. It must be emphasized
that in reality, a nuclear fall-out does not always result
in such elevated percentage transfer activities because the
foliar uptake depends on meteorological and seasonal vari-
ations.

10.2 Whole body measurements after Cher-
nobyl

W. Gorlich, J. Hilz and H. Bacilli, PSI

The contribution of the Chernobyl accident to the internal
radiation dose of humans was measured by whole body
counting. Since May 1986, approximately 1500 measure-
ments were made to estimate the 134Cs and 137Cs acti-
vities in Swiss residents. The monthly means of the total
caesium-activity in residents from the Swiss plateau, are
presented in fig. 1, and fig. 3. The highest mean value
was leached in September 1986, with 1100 Bq/person. By
December 1988, this was decreased to 200 Bq/person. Be-
fore the Chernobyl accident the 137Cs activity in humans
was below 20 Bq/person, mainly due to residual caesium
fallout generated by the large number of atmospheric bomb
tests in the late 1950's and immediately before the 1963
partial test ban treaty.

From September 1986, eighteen months were required to
halve the value to SSO Bq/person. The reduction in the
following six months was much faster, reaching a value
less than 250 Bq/person in June 1988. At the beginning of
1988, the daily uptake of radioactive caesium was smaller
than the daily excretion rate, until an equilibrium between
uptake and excretion was established. As a consequence of
the equilibrium situation reached, the monthly means re-
mained close to 200 Bq/person during the last six months
of 1988. The same tendency could be observed from the
urine measurements (fig. 2).
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In figure 3, the distribution of the whole-body measure-
ments in activity groups is presented. It is assumed, lhat
for the activity group 0-200 Bq/person, milk and dairy
products are responsible for the supply of the caesium
amounts required to maintain the equilibrium between up-
take and excretion. For groups showing higher activities,
it was not possible to find a clear correlation between the
dietary habits and the activity level of the persons. It is
supposed that the consumption of wild mushrooms, veni-
son and freshwater fish, i.e. food with the highest radio-
caesium concentrations measured in 1988, were responsi-
ble for the higher activity levels.

Whole body measurements of farmers from
the Tessin

Parts of the county of Tessin were the highest conta-
minated areas in Switzerland. In fig. 4, the time course
of the whole body activities of two fanners resident in
the canton Tessin is shown. These farmers are vegetar-
ians living exclusively on their own vegetable products.
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The farmer B.O. is a laclovegetarian and consumes milk
products daily, B.A. is a pure vegetarian. In 1986, the
whole body radiocaesium concentration of these farmers
was up to seven times higher than the Swiss average. The
follow-up measurements show, that the radio-caesium con-
centration for the pure vegetarians at the end of 1988 ap-
proached the average radio-caesium concentration of the
residents of the Swiss plateau. This means that the cae-
sium availability for the vegetation in agricultural soil and
the subsequent transfer to the edible parts of the plants are
low. In fact radio-caesium was not detectable any more in
vegetables and com harvested in 1988. In contrast to agri-
cultural products grown on the ploughed soil layer of the
cultivated land, the grass from uncultivated pastures takes
up measurable amounts of radio-caesium which can po-
tentially be transfered to the food chain through milk and
dairy products. Thlis may explain the three times higher
than average caesium activity measured in lactovegetarians
at the end of 1988.

Internal dose from radioactive caesium

In the northern part of Switzerland, the internal dose due
to the ingested radio-caesium of the monitored persons
dropped from 32 /iSv in 1987 to 16/iSv in 1988.

In the case of the farmer B.O. resident in the canton Tessin
the internal radio-caesium dose was 43 /iSv in 1988, and
this corresponds to 28 % of the dose calculated for 1987.

10.3 Dose and Health Implications from Par-
ticulate Radioactivity (Hot Particles) in the
Environment

M. Sigg and W. Burkart, PSI

Introduction

Hot particles are highly radioactive particles made up of
insoluble fission products or actinides. Being small enough
to become airborne, they defy many of the dose models
and risk concepts used in health physics. At environmental

exposures, on the levels of both populations and tissues,
dose distributions become very irregular; only few persons
or tissue cells being exposed at higher levels.

Insoluble radioactivity deposited in the tracheobronchial
region is removed by the mucociliary ladder to the gas-
trointestinal tract, where the speciation would prevent a
potentially hazardous absorption. However, deposition of
locally irradiating hot particles in the pulmonary region
with its slow clearance mechanisms results in an extremely
high radiation dose and dose rate to only a few hundred
cells.

The comparison of the effects of paniculate radioactivity
with the health detriments from the same amount of ra-
dioactivity distributed homogeneously in the lung in ani-
mal models, yielded important clues for the assessment of
the risk associated with hot particles.

Dosimetric approach

The macroscopic lung dose from a particle, of e.g. 10 kBq,
deposited in the pulmonary region is only 82.5 pSv. This
value is much lower than the recommended dose limits
of 1 mSv or S mSv for the general public. However, the
extreme inhomogeneity of the activity distribution leading
even to acute effects (microlesions) is not considered in
such an approach.

Cumulative doses and maximal dose rates in the vicinity
of hot particle are given in figure 1. The curved line de-
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Fig. 1. Cumulative dose and maximal dose rate in the vicin-
ity of an immobilized hot particle. The beta dose/distance
relationship is f-iven both for a point source of I Bq Ru-103
and for a one I q source ofmonoenergetic electrons with an
energy of 0.7 MeV. The steeper decrease of the beta dose
is caused by the fact that the average beta energy is only
about one third ofbetamax.
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picts the radial dose in soft tissue for an electron-source
with an activity of only one Bq and a beta-energy equal to
betamai of Ru-103. Due to the shorter penetration depth
of alpha-particles, the localized doses from alpha-hot par-
ticles are still higher and more confined than in the case
of beta-point sources.

With regard to the biological effect of alpha-hot particles,
theoretical considerations and animal studies led to the
hypothesis, that a strongly inhomogeneous irradiation in-
duces less health detriment than a homogeneous one. This
is mainly supported by the fact, that in the case of alpha-
particles, a clearly defined tissue area is irradiated at dose
rates leading to acute cell death, or to total loss of prolif-
erative capability. Outside this area, the dose is practically
zero (fig. 1). Hence, almost all ionizations and excitations
occur in dead tissue. This wasting of a large fraction of
the radiation dose on dead cells is thought to cause the rel-
ative innocuousness of alpha-hot particles. Figure 2 shows
particle ranges in relation to bronchial epithelium with the
underlying basal and secretory cells at risk.

For beta-particles, the dose distribultion looks quite dif-
ferent. E.g. a Ru-103 particle, (half-life of 40 days) has a
starting dose rate (dose • h~') of about 0.1 % of the total
dose. Therefore, dose rates are very high and may reach
values up to 15 kSv h"1 for a 10 kBq particle. In tis-
sue areas afflicted by such a radiation field, non-stochastic
microlesions arise. After the destruction of the cells in
the immediate vicinity, dose fractions delivered later are
biologically less effective due to increasing deposition in
non-viable structures. Adjacent to the lethally irradiated
zone, groups of cells receive sublethal doses. For a cumu-
lative dose in the range of 10 Gy, the dose rate drops to
about 10 mGy • h"'. Due to cellular repair processes such
a low dose rate has only slight effects on survival and pro-
liferation, but may increase the transformation probability,
i.e. the conversion of normal cells to tumour cells.

Tracheobronchial Tree

Trachea
Targe! Cells

Fig. 2. Ranges of ionizing panicles from paniculate ra-
dioactivity in relation to critical tissue areas, i.e. target
cells for transformation. The inset shows an alpha track
length originating on the mucus layer in relation to critical
stem cells.

Conclusions

The dose distribution around alpha- and beta-hot particles
is largely different. For the highly confined alpha radi-
ation results, obtained from animal studies and from hu-
man epidemiology, suggest, that the wasting of most of
the radiation dose on dead cells introduces a safety factor.
Therefore, it can be said, that with increasing inhomogene-
ity the toxic effects of ionizing radiation to the lung due to
alpha-hot particles tend to decrease. For beta-hot particles
larger tissue areas receive sublethal doses. The complex
interplay of DNA damage with growth stimulation due to
microlesions may lead to the further promotion of trans-
formed cells and enhances the carcinogenic potential of
beta-particles.

The limited knowledge on the biological response of the
afflicted tissue and the poor experimental and epidemio-
logical database requires additional information to eluci-
date the main characteristics of lung irradiation by beta-hot
particles.
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11. Dosimetry

11.1 Microdosimetric Measurements with
a Tissue Equivalent Proportional Counter
(TEPC)

C. Barth and C. Wemli, PSI

Microdosimetry, ihe technique of measuring energy depo-
sition of single radiation-induced events in a tiny amount
of tissue-equivalent material, offers the advantage of be-
ing able to measure dose as well as dose equivalent in a
penetrating radiation field without prior information. It is
thus well suited to the measurement of mixed gamma and
neutron radiation fields, such as occur in nuclear power
plants, other nuclear reactors, accelerator installations for
science and medicine, and around neutron sources.

It would not be feasible to build an instrument with a
sensitive volume of, for example, 1 urn diameter of tissue-
equivalent material. Instead one builds a proportional
counter of several cm diameter, using organic materials
for the walls, with a tissue-equivalent filling gas, whose
pressure and hence its density have been reduced so as
to simulate a l / i m diameter sphere of tissue. Since the
sensitivity is proportional to the cross sectional area of the
counter, one can also attain sensitivities sufficient for ra-
diation protection work.

The counter used is an adaptation from the KFA-JUlich
design. The modification consists of an outer wall of plexi-
glass 8 mm thick, covered by an aluminium shell 0.8 mm
thickness, which serves as both the vacuum barrier and
shielding against electromagnetic interference. The choice
of plexiglass instead of the original 20 mm polythelene
wall was based on the calculations of Morstin et al. on
tissue- equivalence of various applicable materials at high
neutron energies, which showed the advantage of using a
plastic with a sufficient proportion of oxygen.

The gas pressure for this design, with a simulated dia-
meter of 1 /icn using methane based (Rossi-Failla) tissue-
equivalent gas, is 1.3S kPa. The sensitive volume is a
square cylinder 70 mm diameter by 70 mm long, with the
added benefits that its mean chord length is the same as
that of a 70 mm sphere with a response that is essentially
isotopic.

THE MEASUREMENTS

Gosgen power station (970 MW(e), PWR)

Measurements were taken on either side of one of the three
main coolant pump motors. This is a point of interest for
two reasons. Firstly, the coolant pipes running straight
from reactor to pump are surrounded by a gap allowing

the necessary movement in expansion and contraction to
take place, and are thus a weak spot in the shielding. Sec-
ondly, it is of practical interest to the health physics staff
of whether the radiation field around the pump would al-
low repair crews to work on one pump, the reactor being
run at approximately 2/3 power on the other two loops.
Figure 1 shows the dose equivalent spectrum obtained on
ihe left side of the pump motor.

lineal energy [eV/um]

Fig. 1. Dose equivalent spectrum near main coolant pump
motor of PWR Gosgen.

Leibstadt power station (950 MW(e), BWR)

Here, measurements were taken outside the shielding door
of the dry well batch, outside the drywell wall on the 1S.S
m level (looking down at a shallow angle to the reac-
tor core, usually the zone of greatest stray radiation for a
BWR). Shown in figure 2 is the dose equivalent spectrum
taken in front of the open shielding door.

lineal energy [eV/jjn]

Fig. 2. Dose equivalent spectrum in front of open shielding
door at BWR Leibstadt.

PSI (600 MeV, proton accelerator)

Here, measurements were taken above the shielding, con-
sisting of 4,5 m of concrete and shot concrete blocks, di-
rectly above the beryllium target of the biomedical instal-
lations, which produces pions for radiation therapy. The
spectra are dominated by very penetrating neutrons of ~
100 MeV and their knock-on protons, which also become
surprisingly penetrating at this energy. One such spectrum
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for both dose and dose equivalent is shown in figures 3
and 4.

10° 10' 10* W» 10* 10* 10"

Ineal energy [eV/uiO
Fig. 3. Dose spectrum above Piotron target shielding at
PSI.

restriction of the therapeutically useful dose rate is the
consequence.

The purpose of this work was twofold:
firstly to understand this heat deposition in context of the
radiation field and secondly to verify the applied theore-
tical methods and their data bases by n- and 7-field mea-
surements.

In the theoretical analysis the spatial distribution of the
high energy neutrons as well as that of the source strength
of the evaporation neutrons were calculated for the beam
dump, the iron shield and the coils by the 3-dimensional
Monte Carlo code HET. The transport of the evaporation
neutrons (En < MeV) through the shields and collimators,
their energy degrdation as well as the transport of the ge-
nerated gammas were determined by the discrete ordinate
transport code DOT using a coupled n + 7 cross section
library (LANL).

10°
heal energy

Fig. 4. Dose equivalent spectrum above Pioiron target
shielding at PSI.

The measurements described above confirm that the TEPC
has come of age as a practical technique for measuring
dose equivalent in mixed radiation fields. We would, how-
ever, wish for a more stable gas filling, and a generally
improved durability of the instrument. At present, care
and experience are needed to obtain useful measurements.

11.2 Some Experimental Verifications of
coupled n/7-iransport Calculations with
HETC/DOT in the Environment of an Iron
Shielded Dump for 600 MeV Protons

A. Janett and V. Hermberger, PSI

The negatively charged pions of the PIOTRON are trans-
ported from the production target around the beam dump
iron shield on to the patient by superconducting coils. The
radiation field originated by spallation reactions of the pro-
tons in the beam dump leads to high nuclear heating of
these coils, the body of which consists of glass reinforced
epoxy. Because of the limited heat removal out of the
coils one has to limit the proton current in order to omit
a quenching of the coils. Thus a more or less stringent

Fig. 1. The neutron spectra for different depths in iron show
the strong degradation of neutrons above 800 he V by in-
elastic scattering and the build-up of neutrons below this
energy threshold by elastic scattering in the cast iron.

The method of discrete ordinate is a full numerical integra-
tion of the steady state Blotzmann equation by an iterative
procedure in one and two dimensions, which allowed to
simulate the particle streaming through the iron collimator
to the coils and the outside of the vacuum chamber.

The experimental investigation of the radiation field at the
very location of the coils was not possible due to prac-
tical reasons (ultra high vacuum), therefore we exposed
the neutron detectors and thermoluminescent dosimeters
(TLD) outside the vacuum chamber at 4 positions (two
different azimuihal angels with and without direct view
onto the target and two polar angles with the target in the
center of the coordinate system). The neutron field was
measured by counting the tracks of the fission fragments
left in these plastic foils which were in contact with 235U-
and J32Th-discs as well as by analysing the activation
of Cd-covered gold foils, sulphur pellets and polyethylene
cylinders. The integrated photon dose was determined by
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both 7LiF- and CaF2-TLDs because of their differing sen-
sitivities for neutrons and low-energy photons.

11.3 Dosimetry with thermally stimulated ex-
oelectron emission (TSEE) in BeO

Table 1 Comparison of the calculated neutron flux den-
sities [nlcm-- s] and gamma dose rates IGylhJ at the wall
of the vacuum chamber as well as the heat deposition in
the coils [Wattj with the experimentally determined ones
for 20 nA on the copper beam dump (without target).
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The HE-neutron calculations overestimate the experimen-
tal values by a factor 2-3. This is in agreement with some
other authors who emphasized that HET overestimates by
less than a factor two. But this is strongly dependent on
the chosen value for the cross section of sulphur above 20
MeV. If the value of 0.07 barn at 20 MeV is extrapolated
to higher energies, then the fluxes increase to the values
in the brackets, overestimating accuracy, because the cross
sections are well known. The thermal neutrons as well as
the gamma dose rates are underestimated by the calcula-
tions by a factor 2.

The dominant contribution to the heat deposition comes
from epithermal neutrons escaping the shielding iron.
These are thermalized in the coil body and mostly ab-
sorbed by the boron of the glass. But the elimination of
boron will reduce the heat production by only less than 20

The overall agreement is surprisingly good in view of the
large neutron energy range from 600 MeV to thermal en-
ergies and the complex geometry of iron collimators and
superconducting coils surrended by concrete walls.

C. Wemli and S. Hie. PSI

The objective of the work was to determine the feasibility
of thermally stimulated exoelectron emission (TSEE) from
BeO thin film detectors as a method for low energy beta
dosimetry. The research included the summarisation of re-
lated papers and experimental work to verify the claimed
characteristics of these detectors.

The detectors used were developed at the Battelle Institute,
Frankfurt and the University of Giessen. The preparation
of the detectors consisted of the deposition of a this Be
film on a graphite disc, followed by oxidation in a wet ni-
trogen atmosphere at 1300° C. The exoelectron reader was
a DIGITEC methane gasflow, mono-point Geiger counter
with a built-in heater.

The results of the experiments perfonned were generally in
agreement with available literature. Exoelectrons and I4C
betas were found to have very different counting character-
istics, with no Geiger plateau to be found for exoelcctrons.
Fluorescent lighting of the detectors caused significant fad-
ing and activation but exposures while performing a read-
out were acceptable. Storage in darkness was necessary.
Total sensitivities were 34-50 exoelectrons/jiGy • cm2, giv-
ing lower detection limits of 5-10 pGy in Peak 1 and 20-30
fiGy in Peak 2. Measurements had better than 94 % re-
producibility wiih consecutive 4,3 mGy doses, however,
sensitivity varied from week to week. Linearity of detec-
tor response to dose was shown within a range of 5 to 7S0
/iGy. A final anneal temperature of 550° C was found to
be sufficient to restore maximum detector sensitivity. The
uncovered detectors showed similar sensitivity to gamma
and beta radiation from Cs-137, Am-241, Pm-147, Tl-204
and Sr/Y-90.

The completed experiments indicate that BeO TSEE
dosimetry can be usful for measuring low energy beta
or mixed field radiations. The stability of detectors and
counting technique needs to be investigated further. BeO
TSEE dosimetry may still be considered feasible but more
testing should be perfonned before practical application of
the technique.
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